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The Spoleto Arts Festival will become an annual eve:i:t
in Australia as well, to be hosted by Melbourne in Sept
ember next year. This festival is an international arts
festival 111hich originated in 1958 a.t Spoleto, a small,
medieval town of Umbria, central Italy. The founder of
this festival is Gian Carlo Menotti, a famous Italian
.Alr,erican composer, -who visited Australia in February
last year to 1::-egin negotiations for the festival.
In 1978, the festival was extended to Cl:.arleston in
the USA and the two festivals became known as the
"Spoleto Festival of Two Yorlds". They are run in succes
sion and although each of the festivals has its own art_;
istic a,pproach, they do share companies, directors and
some performing artists. When the festival opens next
year in September, Melbourne will be another link in
this chain of successive international arts festivals
•
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• De ar Richard,
We're glad you stepped into Ma.eve• s place to maintain
•
a very important link for Australian puppeteers and we
• wish you all the success you deserve.
HOVEVER! Iwas most disturbed to see the cover of the
• issue -which related. to miclear disarmament. I have been
•
deeply involved with all aspects of puppetry for the past
29 years and alweys believed the world of puppetry put
aside race, religion and politics. I am equally concerned
about the miclear threat but believe it can be pursued
independently and aWB37 from this magazine.
Ye will put the relative infomation together for the
"Vhere's the Puppeteer n survey and send it to you as soon
as possible.
Regards,
Bernie Ehmer
BRISBANE.
. Editors' reply:
·� Dear Bernie,
ThaJllcyou for your letter and ofcourse you are right
about the predominant role of this magazine, it is not a
platform for political ideaology, but on the other hand,
JS(). this magazine is open to all forms of puppetry and the
� philosophies/ ideas of those involved in the art form. It
must also be ·· said that traditionally, puppetry ( or an area
of it a.:cwwa;y-;· eg. · 'PUnch & Judy' 1Guignol•·, etc.) ,not to
mention the extensive arrfl¥ of puppet shows arounq. that
exist mainly for tl:ie purpose of communicating Christian
ideas and ofcourse the religious inspiration of Indonesian
� puppetry, etc, is inseperably connected to religion �
politics and it would be denying a deeper UDderstanding
of the art form not to include these areas in relation to
it. Puppetry is puppetry, regardless of what is being done
with it and I agree with you on this, but it is inescapable
�
� that things are being said on all sorts ot levels to an
audience in puppet shows - content is of concern to
puppeteers because it is of concern to their audiences
· and so this magazine is open to discussion on the content
� , of puppet shows as well, perhaps an area that has been
'C/SJ overlooked a bit too much.
I'm looking forward to recieving your outline, some
. one who has been in the business as long as yourselves
J.SR:J would have a. lot of interesting _things. to sey to us all.
�
Thanks aga�,
Richard,

W
JiiR.._

--as,-

*

Also and I don't want to tread on too ma.l!Y peoples
toes' I would like to start discussion on the role of
UNDU. and what this organisation actually does for
Australian puppeteers. I ask basically for informat
ions sake, being new to the puppetry business.

Thats mostly. all for now. I enjoyed your articles
on the dangers of p11ppet making materials, a few editions .back, and.· I hope those sort of informative sections
·
can be more frequent.
Why not have- a funny page for jokes and comics?
Keep Smiling,
Ian Tegonning,
c/o Spare Parts.

Editors reply:
Thanks for your letter and suggestions and queries
about the M.T.A. I have made a few attempts to get the
sort of info you want but without success. I also ask
of the M.T.A. and its ex-illembers to kindly let us know
about this years developments, some of them soUDd very
exciting. Also, a comic is already in the pipeline for
next issue and some good jokes from a.l!YOne out there
are more than welcome ofcourse - why not fill a page
with them!
:f:t:f:f:t:t:t:f:f:t:t:t:f:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:f·
Dear Editor,
I was most interested to read the little article
about Clovelly Puppet Theatre and wonder who wrote to
you, this being one of our centres.
In addition to the Puppet Theatre we set up a complete
Creative Leisure Centre there about four years ago. It
has cost the movement a lot of money - which we could
ill afford
•
The Puppet Theatre does need help.It is not correct
to Sfl¥ that there is no longer a stage. Actually, on
the advice of various puppeteers we removed the super-
structure, as it was too low to allow adults to work
with with marionettes. The floor of the stage is still
·near letters to the Editor,
there, ready for use.
Bonza Beauty BottloJ Keep up the interesting articles
Ve miss Mrs Murrey. She was amazing the wey she
and the circulation of infomation. Don't forget that
managed to stage a puppet show the first saturda;v of
for us and for ma.11Y other groups -who are on the extrem-
eaeh month. The puppeteers generously donated their
ities of the continent { or should I say with our own
time and Mrs Murrey herself worked, since the theatre
individual centres of creativity) this is one cif the
opened in 1949, in a voluntary capacity, We owe a great
few avemies of communications. Its very important to
debt to both Mrs Murray and all the puppeteers who
keep up with whats going on and what other people are
supported us over the ye:;,rs. This ena,bled the Theatre
getting up to in the art.
to run at a small profit.
A few curly questions I would like to ask - in an
It would indeed be a gesture sincerely appreciated
. ,•
infomal �; __
_
. __ ... _
if some puppeteer( s) would come forward to help re....
*-Ye've been hearing a lot of gossip about the M.T.A.
establish the regular puppet shows. There has been only
Could I ask someone from the. organisation to make a
':,·.·one this year {up till mid-June), with Dennis Murphy and
semi-official statement about what is going on with
Australias' biggest and most funded PUPPET Theatre? • • ·. ··' ;· Stan Humphries. Puppetry is an essential in any Centre,
·
and even more so in a r,u_ppet Theatre.
Meybe a representative of the puppeteers would like
Did you know that Mrs Murray received a B.E.ll[. for
to comment also.
her work in the community?
Yours sincerely,
·.
..
This magazine also seems a good place to talk about
IDA BROWN, Exec. Sec,
issues relating to p!cylllent and working conditions of
The Creative Liesure Movement
puppeteers, although I'll leave that open for peoples
SYDNEY.
Room 16a, 424 George st, SYDNEY. 2000.
responses.
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HANDSPAN theatre performed 'SECRETS' for this festival
in Spoleto last year and Charleston earlier this year mid
there is an opening for a puppetry component, both nation
-al and iJ:rternational, in the Melbourne venue provided we
do a bit of lobbying. The organizers of this festival h '
have already approached the Marionette Theatre of Austral
-ia in this regard.
The festival. is co:i:.cieved as a multi-arts event and
one which takes an iJ:rterest in the works of new, young
artists in Europe, America and now Australia.
The timing of the SpoetojMelbourne festival
The festival will also oo-incide with the Fringe Arts
Festival (by intentior.), making it into a very large and
diverse event of the two - an exciting prospect for the ·
arts in Australia.

························································

Enquiries; Victorian Ministry for the Arts,
. 168 Exhibition st, Melbourne, 3000.
Note: information at this stage is limited due to the
earliness of organisational arrangements.
AUSTRALIA TO HAVE AN AGENCY FOR PUPPETEERS.

..

�

Ross Browning, a well known Sydney puppeteer/musici�
ex-Narionette Theatre ( see his outline in this issue)·,
has expressed his intention to establish and run an
agency for puppeteers. Vb.en this gets going it could
provide a valuable opportunity for puppeteers to get
more 110rk in a broader arena and mey even solve the
problem of people wanting puppeteers but not knowing
111ho and -where to find them.
Ross is currently overseas and is due back near the
end of this year, should you wish to contact h:lm
•• More
info in the next issue of Manipulation.

·························································

SPARE PARTS puppet theatre is currently on a 17 week
tour of the ea.stern states, wilier. started at the begining
of August.
On August the 5th, the tour came close to cancellation
-when one of their touring vehicles wer.t out of control
and crashed near Northam. Two of the companies puppeteers
Noriko Nishimoto ( master puppeteer) and Paul Cartwright
received severe bruises to their right hand and arm.
The vehicle was extensively damaged and puppets plus
equipment was scattered over a wide area. Noriko aild
Paul were taken back to Perth as well as a truckload or·
damaged puppets and sets.
Students from the Perth Technical College's Theatre
Design program came to the rescue and 110rked round the
clock with Kerry O'Connell (puppet maker) and Cathryn
Ashtcn (wardrobe mistress) for the few days remain:lng
before August loth. By the end of the week, Noriko and
Paul plus Peter Wilson (artistic director), rejoined the
others in Adelaide end the tour was UDde� again with
only a few <Ia¥s del:zy.

Dancers from the AUSTRALIAN DANCE THEATRE have been
engaged in a series of intensive -workshops with SPARE
;PARTS ensemble in Adelaide during August. Latest reports
'.indicate that the exchange between the two artforms is
proving so fruitful and at:lmulatil:lg for both companies,
that plans are emergil:lg for collaborative 110rk in Perth
,during 1985.
The Australian De.nee Theatre was led by Ariette Ta;y-lor
artistic director Gt" JOLT ( and of "Filthy Children",
"Sweat" and "Momma•s Little Darlings" fame) and the 110rk
shops illcluded choreographer, Joseph Scoglio in exploring
.the bOUlldaries of dance and puppetry.
No doubt we can await some interesting outcomes.

··········· ··············································,
t!NlMA. m:YS
New address for UNJMA. Germany Centre:

UNlMA-ZENTRUM
Postfach 20 05 51 (Reichstrasse 25)
4690 HERNE 2,
YEST GERMANY.
,Phone; (02325) 370558 and A.H. (02325) 3 3869
JIKA JIKA PUPPETS has changed its name to
•• ( wait for
it ••••••••••
)
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••• RE.AL FANT.AS! THEATRE•••••••••••••••••••••••
Ilea.I, W(lS .... 'j 11'\0�C r-eo..l.,-!-l,,llol\. ';:!oO havct C,.. �ffi") "" �ou,e """"s
+t+t+t+f+f+f+t.+t+f+f+f+t+f+t+f+f+t+t+f+f+t±t+f+t+t+t+t.
·
+t+
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LIVING ROOM THEATRE, 62 Bridge rd, Richmond, Vic.
LIVING ROOM theatre was forced to close permanently
as a result of council demands for improvements which
were beyond the· financial capacity of the vemie.
The -LIVING ROOM was an intimate venue, seating 40
to 50 people, was se·I; up and 1'UJl by Anita Sinclair
.
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The Spoleto Arts Festival will become an annual eve:i:t
in Australia as well, to be hosted by Melbourne in Sept
ember next year. This festival is an international arts
festival 111hich originated in 1958 a.t Spoleto, a small,
medieval town of Umbria, central Italy. The founder of
this festival is Gian Carlo Menotti, a famous Italian
.Alr,erican composer, -who visited Australia in February
last year to 1::-egin negotiations for the festival.
In 1978, the festival was extended to Cl:.arleston in
the USA and the two festivals became known as the
"Spoleto Festival of Two Yorlds". They are run in succes
sion and although each of the festivals has its own art_;
istic a,pproach, they do share companies, directors and
some performing artists. When the festival opens next
year in September, Melbourne will be another link in
this chain of successive international arts festivals
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• De ar Richard,
We're glad you stepped into Ma.eve• s place to maintain
•
a very important link for Australian puppeteers and we
• wish you all the success you deserve.
HOVEVER! Iwas most disturbed to see the cover of the
• issue -which related. to miclear disarmament. I have been
•
deeply involved with all aspects of puppetry for the past
29 years and alweys believed the world of puppetry put
aside race, religion and politics. I am equally concerned
about the miclear threat but believe it can be pursued
independently and aWB37 from this magazine.
Ye will put the relative infomation together for the
"Vhere's the Puppeteer n survey and send it to you as soon
as possible.
Regards,
Bernie Ehmer
BRISBANE.
. Editors' reply:
·� Dear Bernie,
ThaJllcyou for your letter and ofcourse you are right
about the predominant role of this magazine, it is not a
platform for political ideaology, but on the other hand,
JS(). this magazine is open to all forms of puppetry and the
� philosophies/ ideas of those involved in the art form. It
must also be ·· said that traditionally, puppetry ( or an area
of it a.:cwwa;y-;· eg. · 'PUnch & Judy' 1Guignol•·, etc.) ,not to
mention the extensive arrfl¥ of puppet shows arounq. that
exist mainly for tl:ie purpose of communicating Christian
ideas and ofcourse the religious inspiration of Indonesian
� puppetry, etc, is inseperably connected to religion �
politics and it would be denying a deeper UDderstanding
of the art form not to include these areas in relation to
it. Puppetry is puppetry, regardless of what is being done
with it and I agree with you on this, but it is inescapable
�
� that things are being said on all sorts ot levels to an
audience in puppet shows - content is of concern to
puppeteers because it is of concern to their audiences
· and so this magazine is open to discussion on the content
� , of puppet shows as well, perhaps an area that has been
'C/SJ overlooked a bit too much.
I'm looking forward to recieving your outline, some
. one who has been in the business as long as yourselves
J.SR:J would have a. lot of interesting _things. to sey to us all.
�
Thanks aga�,
Richard,
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Also and I don't want to tread on too ma.l!Y peoples
toes' I would like to start discussion on the role of
UNDU. and what this organisation actually does for
Australian puppeteers. I ask basically for informat
ions sake, being new to the puppetry business.

Thats mostly. all for now. I enjoyed your articles
on the dangers of p11ppet making materials, a few editions .back, and.· I hope those sort of informative sections
·
can be more frequent.
Why not have- a funny page for jokes and comics?
Keep Smiling,
Ian Tegonning,
c/o Spare Parts.

Editors reply:
Thanks for your letter and suggestions and queries
about the M.T.A. I have made a few attempts to get the
sort of info you want but without success. I also ask
of the M.T.A. and its ex-illembers to kindly let us know
about this years developments, some of them soUDd very
exciting. Also, a comic is already in the pipeline for
next issue and some good jokes from a.l!YOne out there
are more than welcome ofcourse - why not fill a page
with them!
:f:t:f:f:t:t:t:f:f:t:t:t:f:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:f·
Dear Editor,
I was most interested to read the little article
about Clovelly Puppet Theatre and wonder who wrote to
you, this being one of our centres.
In addition to the Puppet Theatre we set up a complete
Creative Leisure Centre there about four years ago. It
has cost the movement a lot of money - which we could
ill afford
•
The Puppet Theatre does need help.It is not correct
to Sfl¥ that there is no longer a stage. Actually, on
the advice of various puppeteers we removed the super-
structure, as it was too low to allow adults to work
with with marionettes. The floor of the stage is still
·near letters to the Editor,
there, ready for use.
Bonza Beauty BottloJ Keep up the interesting articles
Ve miss Mrs Murrey. She was amazing the wey she
and the circulation of infomation. Don't forget that
managed to stage a puppet show the first saturda;v of
for us and for ma.11Y other groups -who are on the extrem-
eaeh month. The puppeteers generously donated their
ities of the continent { or should I say with our own
time and Mrs Murrey herself worked, since the theatre
individual centres of creativity) this is one cif the
opened in 1949, in a voluntary capacity, We owe a great
few avemies of communications. Its very important to
debt to both Mrs Murray and all the puppeteers who
keep up with whats going on and what other people are
supported us over the ye:;,rs. This ena,bled the Theatre
getting up to in the art.
to run at a small profit.
A few curly questions I would like to ask - in an
It would indeed be a gesture sincerely appreciated
. ,•
infomal �; __
_
. __ ... _
if some puppeteer( s) would come forward to help re....
*-Ye've been hearing a lot of gossip about the M.T.A.
establish the regular puppet shows. There has been only
Could I ask someone from the. organisation to make a
':,·.·one this year {up till mid-June), with Dennis Murphy and
semi-official statement about what is going on with
Australias' biggest and most funded PUPPET Theatre? • • ·. ··' ;· Stan Humphries. Puppetry is an essential in any Centre,
·
and even more so in a r,u_ppet Theatre.
Meybe a representative of the puppeteers would like
Did you know that Mrs Murray received a B.E.ll[. for
to comment also.
her work in the community?
Yours sincerely,
·.
..
This magazine also seems a good place to talk about
IDA BROWN, Exec. Sec,
issues relating to p!cylllent and working conditions of
The Creative Liesure Movement
puppeteers, although I'll leave that open for peoples
SYDNEY.
Room 16a, 424 George st, SYDNEY. 2000.
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HANDSPAN theatre performed 'SECRETS' for this festival
in Spoleto last year and Charleston earlier this year mid
there is an opening for a puppetry component, both nation
-al and iJ:rternational, in the Melbourne venue provided we
do a bit of lobbying. The organizers of this festival h '
have already approached the Marionette Theatre of Austral
-ia in this regard.
The festival. is co:i:.cieved as a multi-arts event and
one which takes an iJ:rterest in the works of new, young
artists in Europe, America and now Australia.
The timing of the SpoetojMelbourne festival
The festival will also oo-incide with the Fringe Arts
Festival (by intentior.), making it into a very large and
diverse event of the two - an exciting prospect for the ·
arts in Australia.

························································

Enquiries; Victorian Ministry for the Arts,
. 168 Exhibition st, Melbourne, 3000.
Note: information at this stage is limited due to the
earliness of organisational arrangements.
AUSTRALIA TO HAVE AN AGENCY FOR PUPPETEERS.

..

�

Ross Browning, a well known Sydney puppeteer/musici�
ex-Narionette Theatre ( see his outline in this issue)·,
has expressed his intention to establish and run an
agency for puppeteers. Vb.en this gets going it could
provide a valuable opportunity for puppeteers to get
more 110rk in a broader arena and mey even solve the
problem of people wanting puppeteers but not knowing
111ho and -where to find them.
Ross is currently overseas and is due back near the
end of this year, should you wish to contact h:lm
•• More
info in the next issue of Manipulation.

·························································

SPARE PARTS puppet theatre is currently on a 17 week
tour of the ea.stern states, wilier. started at the begining
of August.
On August the 5th, the tour came close to cancellation
-when one of their touring vehicles wer.t out of control
and crashed near Northam. Two of the companies puppeteers
Noriko Nishimoto ( master puppeteer) and Paul Cartwright
received severe bruises to their right hand and arm.
The vehicle was extensively damaged and puppets plus
equipment was scattered over a wide area. Noriko aild
Paul were taken back to Perth as well as a truckload or·
damaged puppets and sets.
Students from the Perth Technical College's Theatre
Design program came to the rescue and 110rked round the
clock with Kerry O'Connell (puppet maker) and Cathryn
Ashtcn (wardrobe mistress) for the few days remain:lng
before August loth. By the end of the week, Noriko and
Paul plus Peter Wilson (artistic director), rejoined the
others in Adelaide end the tour was UDde� again with
only a few <Ia¥s del:zy.

Dancers from the AUSTRALIAN DANCE THEATRE have been
engaged in a series of intensive -workshops with SPARE
;PARTS ensemble in Adelaide during August. Latest reports
'.indicate that the exchange between the two artforms is
proving so fruitful and at:lmulatil:lg for both companies,
that plans are emergil:lg for collaborative 110rk in Perth
,during 1985.
The Australian De.nee Theatre was led by Ariette Ta;y-lor
artistic director Gt" JOLT ( and of "Filthy Children",
"Sweat" and "Momma•s Little Darlings" fame) and the 110rk
shops illcluded choreographer, Joseph Scoglio in exploring
.the bOUlldaries of dance and puppetry.
No doubt we can await some interesting outcomes.

··········· ··············································,
t!NlMA. m:YS
New address for UNJMA. Germany Centre:

UNlMA-ZENTRUM
Postfach 20 05 51 (Reichstrasse 25)
4690 HERNE 2,
YEST GERMANY.
,Phone; (02325) 370558 and A.H. (02325) 3 3869
JIKA JIKA PUPPETS has changed its name to
•• ( wait for
it ••••••••••
)
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••• RE.AL FANT.AS! THEATRE•••••••••••••••••••••••
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+t+t+t+f+f+f+t.+t+f+f+f+t+f+t+f+f+t+t+f+f+t±t+f+t+t+t+t.
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LIVING ROOM THEATRE, 62 Bridge rd, Richmond, Vic.
LIVING ROOM theatre was forced to close permanently
as a result of council demands for improvements which
were beyond the· financial capacity of the vemie.
The -LIVING ROOM was an intimate venue, seating 40
to 50 people, was se·I; up and 1'UJl by Anita Sinclair
.

the Puppeteer? 1

Lorrie Gardner, 72 Heathl<'Ood st,
.East Ringwood, Vic. 3135.
ph. 870 8998. ·

"PUPPETS ARE A FORM OF THEATRE THAT IS VERY PERSONAL
AND THE AUDIENCE IS ALWAYS PART OF THE Pl.A.I - THEm
COM!J.ENTS ARE IMPCRTANT. 11

Gardner Puppet Theatre
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Lorrie is the founder of the company. She grew up in the
USA and as a student played in the pit orchestra of
student drama productions. She majored in chemistry at
university, hitchhiked around Europe for three months
( 1954), married an Australian scientist (Harry) and
moved to Austl"c'.lia.
"I found myself in the suburban housewife area
with small children and locked around for in
terests that could include them. Harry suggested
we m�e some puppets for use with the children
( then only two years old). Our early efforts were
terrible and wre eaten by the possums but the
children loved them, and my latent dramatic
·talents began to sh.ow! I would still be ma.king
puppets for sale for "Save The Children :Fund"
if it wasn't for a visit from an English puppet
-eer in 1966 - Dora Beacham."
Lorrie saw a sclo performance by her and was entran
ced. Dora took Lorrie "under her wing" and gave a lot of
help and advice saying she would return that Decenber
to see Lorries' first large-scale theatre effcrt.
"I gave my first public performance to my young
est daughters kindergarten at Christmas, 1966.
The children liked it a:nyw-a,y and we do have to
start somewhere!"

Lorrie alld Ralph have slightly different backgrounds.
Ralph has been a fully trained alld professional actor
before joining THE GARDNER PUPPET THEATRE in 1979. He
has performed in television productions,the best known
of which was the role of 'deadly Ernest• for the ABC.
Just before joining the company he was working as a
cleaner thru lack of acting work in an effort to
support his family. Having children to support is often
seen as an erring factor when in comes to taking on
people in a puppet theatre ( I can relate to that all too
well myself, being with a wife 8lld child ) and subsequen
-tly Lorrie .was a bit reluctant to take him in terms of
the financial side of things. However,it cam� to pass
and the financial side is no longer a wony.
Lorrie speaks very highly of Ralph and is happy with
the good, stable working relationship 8lld a.knowledges
the importance of this in the developmen:t of the comp
any, of being able to build on things 8lld evolve a
good,solid repetoir. Both she and her husband, Harry,
spoke of the value of his professional reliability and
.consistent punctuality.

In 1967, she decided to present an edllcational program
to schools and a letter alone ga:ve her entrance plus a
printed sheet got her a few bookings.
"I was a handy 'baby-sitter I in the early days,
the teachers would go to a meeting while I halldled
the kids- how things have changed! Fortunately I
learned a lot by observation of teachers and I
listened to the children. Puppets are a form of
theatre that is very personal and the andience is
always part of the play - their comments are important."

Tamino and Pamina outsin.e +.he Egyptian Temple of Wisdom, a scene fr-orn "'IBE JVJ1G-IC F'LnE, 1975.
(photo courtesy of The Educational Magazine, No 2, 1975}
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In 1968, Lorrie decided to go professional and real.is
-iDg she needed another person , employed young pecple on
a part-time basis. At that time, the more experienced
PARRY-IU.RSBALL PUPPET TBEATRE arrived in Victoria from
South Australia and provided some tough competition.
( Helen and Dorothy Rickards were part of the Pu-ry
marshall team in the 1970's ) •
It was in 1972 that Lorrie stU"ted doing shows for
kbdergartens, an area which seemed neglected at that time.
"Here I found a very talkative audience that kept
me en 'tq toes. I learned a lot from work1:og with
kindergarten children - a very different technique
from primary schools."
Kindergartens now represent half her audiences.
The ''MAGIC FIDTE" ( 1974-75) was the real starting pomt for
her theatres succeBB. It was a puppet version of the
Mozart opera, mainly story with some music. The play was
recorded with the help of some actors and singers and was
introduced by Lorrie playing her flute and telling a bit
about music. There was an article on the show in the
"Educational llagazine",1975 and she started to become
known.
Por the reme.inder of the 1970• s she worited with
Prmik Italiano, Ricardo Pietropaoli and Ian Cu.m1ni.J18 and
had Janice McBride doing artworit and sets. In 1978,
Lorrie and Ricardo produced POLYGLOT PUPPETS which was
created to tour as a special pro;J ect tor migrant childr�
Since 1967, lorrie has produced and co-produced over
fifty puppet shows.
The GARD:KER PUPPET THEATRE uses glove alld rod puppets as
well as sometimes huge body puppets such as an enormous
cen:tipede ( over 30' long) and giant dinosaurs which are
worked by the children as part of their participe.tion.
The puppets are made of foam, pepier mache', wood and all

TOP LEFT:
Cowboy 8lld Calico Pony
marionettes from The Gardner
Puppets 1974 infant programme,
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GARDNER PUPPETS

THE GARDNER PUPPET THEATRE comprises of two peopie;
Lorrie Gardner and Ralph Eaker. It is a fully profession
-al company which performs exclusively for children and
works full-time performing in schools and kindergarter.s.
For some time now, it has been a very successful theatre
having aquired a solid backing in kindergartens and
primary schools, enough to keep them very busy during
weekdays alld support the two members with a comfortable
income ( no mean feat in the performing arts ).
I suppose there is really one word which can explain
the success of this company and that is love; love of
puppetry, love of magic 8lld love of children. Stemming
fro� this, Lorrie and Ralph prefer to charge a moderate
fee for their performances and do more shows, making
them in easy reach of andiences.

,
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sorts of odds and ends such as tin cans and kitchen uten
sils. Some are also made of cloth - in each case the
materials are appropriate for what is to be done with the
puppet. They have, at times, used marionettes but Lorrie
sa,ys she used them at a time mainly becanse people didn't
consider puppeteers to be real puppeteers unless they
used marionettes. Lorrie has been the principal puppet
maker, Ian Cumming created some very clever ones when :In
the compimy, but this side of things is pretty much a
team effort between Ralph and herself.
As you can see, Lorrie and Ralph have had a lot of
experience with kindergarten, lower and upper primary
audiences. Her experiences of the 4 to 5 year age group
is that they are more mterested in relating to the
puppet, to it being a real person or character. She finds
the lower primary age group the easiest because they l:lke
everything. The over 81 s or upper primary are more demand
�ing, being more interested in cleverness and akill; eg
e. trapeze flying puppet, special effects or trick puppetry.
·The compa.uy he.a al1fe.YS been oriented toward active,
physical audience participation mainly bece.use Lorrie
.simply loves relating to children.. Apart from puppets
relating directly with the children ( which is · � Lorrie
avoids recorded soundtracks generally ) they act out
:certain parts of the show with specially designed puppetSi
·.such as the dinosaurs men:tioned earlier. Yith some shows
,the audience creates the whole show with puppets they
:have made from her dmonstrations.
:
Once again, the upper primary are the most difficult
;to get to go the wa,y you wmt;
"You have to Yin them over first by getting them
mterested, participation comes later. Ye structure
our pla,ys to get them :involved am with you and
then bringing the active participation in when
they are with you."

BOTrOM LEFT:
A small dancing caterpillar,
rod puppet, 1977 pre-school
programme.

4.

RIG!'.T:
Audience participation with a giant
c�terpillar, introduced by smaller
dancing puppets like one on bottom
left. 1977 & 1978 pre•- 1hool programme.

the Puppeteer? 1

Lorrie Gardner, 72 Heathl<'Ood st,
.East Ringwood, Vic. 3135.
ph. 870 8998. ·

"PUPPETS ARE A FORM OF THEATRE THAT IS VERY PERSONAL
AND THE AUDIENCE IS ALWAYS PART OF THE Pl.A.I - THEm
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Lorrie is the founder of the company. She grew up in the
USA and as a student played in the pit orchestra of
student drama productions. She majored in chemistry at
university, hitchhiked around Europe for three months
( 1954), married an Australian scientist (Harry) and
moved to Austl"c'.lia.
"I found myself in the suburban housewife area
with small children and locked around for in
terests that could include them. Harry suggested
we m�e some puppets for use with the children
( then only two years old). Our early efforts were
terrible and wre eaten by the possums but the
children loved them, and my latent dramatic
·talents began to sh.ow! I would still be ma.king
puppets for sale for "Save The Children :Fund"
if it wasn't for a visit from an English puppet
-eer in 1966 - Dora Beacham."
Lorrie saw a sclo performance by her and was entran
ced. Dora took Lorrie "under her wing" and gave a lot of
help and advice saying she would return that Decenber
to see Lorries' first large-scale theatre effcrt.
"I gave my first public performance to my young
est daughters kindergarten at Christmas, 1966.
The children liked it a:nyw-a,y and we do have to
start somewhere!"

Lorrie alld Ralph have slightly different backgrounds.
Ralph has been a fully trained alld professional actor
before joining THE GARDNER PUPPET THEATRE in 1979. He
has performed in television productions,the best known
of which was the role of 'deadly Ernest• for the ABC.
Just before joining the company he was working as a
cleaner thru lack of acting work in an effort to
support his family. Having children to support is often
seen as an erring factor when in comes to taking on
people in a puppet theatre ( I can relate to that all too
well myself, being with a wife 8lld child ) and subsequen
-tly Lorrie .was a bit reluctant to take him in terms of
the financial side of things. However,it cam� to pass
and the financial side is no longer a wony.
Lorrie speaks very highly of Ralph and is happy with
the good, stable working relationship 8lld a.knowledges
the importance of this in the developmen:t of the comp
any, of being able to build on things 8lld evolve a
good,solid repetoir. Both she and her husband, Harry,
spoke of the value of his professional reliability and
.consistent punctuality.

In 1967, she decided to present an edllcational program
to schools and a letter alone ga:ve her entrance plus a
printed sheet got her a few bookings.
"I was a handy 'baby-sitter I in the early days,
the teachers would go to a meeting while I halldled
the kids- how things have changed! Fortunately I
learned a lot by observation of teachers and I
listened to the children. Puppets are a form of
theatre that is very personal and the andience is
always part of the play - their comments are important."

Tamino and Pamina outsin.e +.he Egyptian Temple of Wisdom, a scene fr-orn "'IBE JVJ1G-IC F'LnE, 1975.
(photo courtesy of The Educational Magazine, No 2, 1975}
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In 1968, Lorrie decided to go professional and real.is
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a part-time basis. At that time, the more experienced
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( Helen and Dorothy Rickards were part of the Pu-ry
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It was in 1972 that Lorrie stU"ted doing shows for
kbdergartens, an area which seemed neglected at that time.
"Here I found a very talkative audience that kept
me en 'tq toes. I learned a lot from work1:og with
kindergarten children - a very different technique
from primary schools."
Kindergartens now represent half her audiences.
The ''MAGIC FIDTE" ( 1974-75) was the real starting pomt for
her theatres succeBB. It was a puppet version of the
Mozart opera, mainly story with some music. The play was
recorded with the help of some actors and singers and was
introduced by Lorrie playing her flute and telling a bit
about music. There was an article on the show in the
"Educational llagazine",1975 and she started to become
known.
Por the reme.inder of the 1970• s she worited with
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weekdays alld support the two members with a comfortable
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I suppose there is really one word which can explain
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consider puppeteers to be real puppeteers unless they
used marionettes. Lorrie has been the principal puppet
maker, Ian Cumming created some very clever ones when :In
the compimy, but this side of things is pretty much a
team effort between Ralph and herself.
As you can see, Lorrie and Ralph have had a lot of
experience with kindergarten, lower and upper primary
audiences. Her experiences of the 4 to 5 year age group
is that they are more mterested in relating to the
puppet, to it being a real person or character. She finds
the lower primary age group the easiest because they l:lke
everything. The over 81 s or upper primary are more demand
�ing, being more interested in cleverness and akill; eg
e. trapeze flying puppet, special effects or trick puppetry.
·The compa.uy he.a al1fe.YS been oriented toward active,
physical audience participation mainly bece.use Lorrie
.simply loves relating to children.. Apart from puppets
relating directly with the children ( which is · � Lorrie
avoids recorded soundtracks generally ) they act out
:certain parts of the show with specially designed puppetSi
·.such as the dinosaurs men:tioned earlier. Yith some shows
,the audience creates the whole show with puppets they
:have made from her dmonstrations.
:
Once again, the upper primary are the most difficult
;to get to go the wa,y you wmt;
"You have to Yin them over first by getting them
mterested, participation comes later. Ye structure
our pla,ys to get them :involved am with you and
then bringing the active participation in when
they are with you."
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rod puppet, 1977 pre-school
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Audience participation with a giant
c�terpillar, introduced by smaller
dancing puppets like one on bottom
left. 1977 & 1978 pre•- 1hool programme.

Gardner ,Puppet Theatre¢:oNT�
e visual impact of :the companies performances is very
rofessional and very magical. The _p� ppets and sets are
�ombined with themes that have defmite story a.!!peal
for children such as fairytales, adventure stories,
animai stories, melodramas, computer fantasies and so on.
The style of presentation. is. conventional, as can be
seen by the photo from the ·MAGIC FIB�E , � owever th�
�
audience participa1;ion parts are quite innovative lll
.
the way the children are involved. flt� rest:ing�y, Lorrie
dosn•t see herself.las a great experimenter or mnovator
and is not harsh·on others .for·being so. She attributes
her approach to having started puppetry relatively late
· her life but it seems to me more like she has found
:e area sh� is best at and enjoys doing the most. Other
considerations don't seem to have much of a place.
"I feel my limitations but I also know ·where
my strengths- lie."
Lorries' approach to her work appears fairly
uncomplicated, more from the heart than from the head
(not meaning she isn't clever). Some people have
criticised her for "giving too much to t�e children"
in her shows and her reply is that s�e f:inds t�t .
criticism incomprehensible. She do.sn t agree with .it at
all and that her approach has been to ruthlessly cut
things down to what is necessary ;
"Sometimes a very painful process."

ABOVE :
Snake Charmer marionette, 1977/78 Upper Primary
Programme; "What came out of the Pot".

'!What . I ma;v add is this: although I did 7:-ot have
.
. formal.. theatre ·training, I did Join guilds,
read books, , went tp workshops - some· sponsored
by the Australia Council - to :Improve my skills.
I gained a lot of experience by just"do:ing; and
being self critical of what I have done."

ABOVE :
Rod puppet fairy, glove puppet crock and boy
from a 1972 programme.

Lorrie Gardner and Ralph Baker explain the
making and working of their puppets during
one of their 1984 programmes.

Dennis delights in satire using
such as this.
to mention that Jan al.so operates
proe.uctions.

MURPHYS PUPPETS started off doing small shows in 1979 at
where ever an opportunity arose :in order to get experience
(mostly unpaid). They have been consistent contributors to
the Clovelly Puppet Theatre over their first three years.
By mid-1980, they had there first,,large puppet stage and
a new show to go with it; "The JUNGLE SHOW". Then followed
"A FABLE OF FOREIGIJ AID", s. show combining puppets and a
live actress. This show was aimed at high school and up in
age and concer11ed attitudes within and towards a "typical
3rd world country" and exposed the way foreign aid serves
mostly the wealthy and status quo rather than the poor.
"Our andiences differ great4, according to the shol!'• I
prefer adults. "A FABLE OF F OREIGN AID", "THE UNT.A:MED
JUNGLE" and "PROF. TE CHNOCATS1 TE CHNOLOGY SHOW" a.re
adult oriented. For younger andiences we've had the
"JUN'GLE SHOW", "THE PRAM SROW" and the soon to be re
-leased "RINKY DINK CIRCUS". Preschoolers are my least
favourite audience, I just can•t relate to them and
they are too easily pleased. The bulk of our audiences
are mixed - young and old.n

" The pi:ppeta s.re,by and large,foam and fabric large enough for good visibility, small enough
to be practical. They are operated from below or
behind. We also use rod puppets and the occass
ional marionette. We don't always worry about
hiding ouselves as puppeteers. With some of the
puppets we work in full view, depending on our
manipulatien to sustain the illusion. It must
110rk because I've been complimer.ted on my
ventriloquism, of which I have none, and a
Sydney "radio personality" once held the mic
rephone up to Lady Horten ses' mouth instead
of mine".

N·ear the end of 1981 the Murphys established the
OUTLANDYSHE PUPPE T THEATRE =der a stain'ay in a room
at the Wayside Chapel, Kings Cross. It was then one of the
few permanent, in-situ puppet theatres in Sydney and was
pO.,l@ible due to Dennis ta.king on full-time employment there
in the Life E ducation Centre. It ran for just over a year
and produced. several shows, most written by Dennis with the
exception of THE ANGLER FISH BALLET, which was performed
by the theatre early 1982. · The theatre made possible a lot
of technical experimentation, having the resources of the
Life E ducation Centre a.t its• disposal, particularly the
skills of' Mark Don on sound and music production.
"At the OUTLANDYSHE we tried to present each show on
different le'\"els. Cc-lour and action for the littlies,
illusion or blacklight fer the older kids, satire and
social comment thrown in for the adults. In talking
to people after the shows, we found the young ones
alweys chose "Frazzle" ( glove puppet ) a little
silent monkey as their favourite. Senior citizens
tend to choose Frazzle too.
The a:udiences affect the shows of course. Some acts
depend heavily on andience participation, but the
participation has to be spontaneous on the a:udiences
part or we skip it. We don 1 t like miked shows because
they tend to dominate the audience."

LQdj HORTENSE, MB! CT.B.A.)
Two puppets made from kitchen utensils and
, bicycle reflectors. From "Programmed". and
"Little Brother Big Brother", 1984 primary
school programme.
(1984 hotos courtesy; Theatre in Schools.)
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" Neither of us have had training as puppeteers
except for a short spell last year with an
Indonesian dalang. Jan's background is in sew
ing, various crafts and storytelling. I've
studied acting, mime, voice, clowning, etc.
Our puppetry is the result of having a go, see
-ing what works and what doesn•t.
Our principal puppets are fully del:ineated
characters ..-"i.th particular emphasis on the voice.
It takes months of work to develop a character
to the point that it �- From then on its
just fun. She/he does the acting and ad-libbing
and we can almost sit back and watch. Fun is
one of the two main reasons I got into puppetry.
You go in, have a great time and they pay you
money. Fantastic!"

MURPl!YS PUPPETS is a Sydney based compa;ny which operates
on a part-time basis (when it comes to performe.r.ees that
is ) , When I SB¥ pa.rt-time,, this effectively only refers
to frequency of' performances as both Dennis and Jan are
dedicated and enthusiastic puppeteers who put a_great
deeJ. of 110rk into their productions. Dennis specializes
in performance while Jan 110rks man;v hours creating a
whole ra.Dge of puppets , sets and props. Dennis also writ
-es the scripts, almost alw9¥s based on a lot of research,
with a particular concern for.social and political issues
and their latest show is the eleventh he has created
since they have been performing professioally from 1979.
Jar. possesses a lot of sewing skills,specializing in
making foam and fabric puppets. She uses applique tech
niques for making back-drops and special stage effects;
eg a cicus wagon stage for the RINKY DINK CIRCUS, their
latest production.
Dennis has been a puppeteer since childhood. I remember
seeing a photograph, of some ten years ago, shoving an
improvised travelling puppet stage made by hanging a
sheet across the twin opened side doors of an old
VY combie v=• He also has some of the toy puppets he
used to use as a child stored a1f8¥ in boxes along with a
vast array of more recent props,puppets, odds and ends end
tte like - typical of a lot of the puppeteers I've encoun
teree..

Lady Hortense, by the wa.y, is one of Dennis's favourite
puppets•. She has a complex and very convincing character
of a ruling class elderly mBda.ni, conservative and forcible
in her views. Dennis has refined her to perfection ever•
the years (even to the extent of writing out her geaneol
ogy in the effc,rt to furthe1· her con viricirign.ess in the
event of ad-libbing) and the iruitcase she lives in becomes

u
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a source of real magic.
strong characterisation
By the YB¥, I forgot
puppets in the Murpeys'
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"A professional artist did a lot to raise the
standard of 'IIfY' work. I learned a lot by be�
· directed too. Since 1979 I have been workmg
with RaJ.ph · Baker who was a stage director him
-self, so, we have self directed our work since
then - with helpful comnents from friends.

Special th�� to Simon Powe; for his assistance with
this article.

MURPHYS PUPPE!S

MURPHYS PUPPETS comprises of Dennis sn<i Jan Murphy
a:nd :iJ:, U.e past has included a number of other people in
perfOI'lltances 6.Ild production. I especially owe a lot to
this compan;i,· because it is where I really got iwolved
full on into pUfpetry f'or the first time. It ,,.,as a very
valuable learning experience.

TRAINING:

By Richard Hart, from an interview
with Lorrie Gardner.
( all quotes by Lorrie Gardner)•
e, No 2,
Other sources; photos, •The Edi:cational Magazin
1975 - "The Magic Flute"
•Advertising sheets for The Gardner Puppet
Theatre.
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(not meaning she isn't clever). Some people have
criticised her for "giving too much to t�e children"
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to be practical. They are operated from below or
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hiding ouselves as puppeteers. With some of the
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Our puppetry is the result of having a go, see
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It takes months of work to develop a character
to the point that it �- From then on its
just fun. She/he does the acting and ad-libbing
and we can almost sit back and watch. Fun is
one of the two main reasons I got into puppetry.
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on a part-time basis (when it comes to performe.r.ees that
is ) , When I SB¥ pa.rt-time,, this effectively only refers
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Jar. possesses a lot of sewing skills,specializing in
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niques for making back-drops and special stage effects;
eg a cicus wagon stage for the RINKY DINK CIRCUS, their
latest production.
Dennis has been a puppeteer since childhood. I remember
seeing a photograph, of some ten years ago, shoving an
improvised travelling puppet stage made by hanging a
sheet across the twin opened side doors of an old
VY combie v=• He also has some of the toy puppets he
used to use as a child stored a1f8¥ in boxes along with a
vast array of more recent props,puppets, odds and ends end
tte like - typical of a lot of the puppeteers I've encoun
teree..

Lady Hortense, by the wa.y, is one of Dennis's favourite
puppets•. She has a complex and very convincing character
of a ruling class elderly mBda.ni, conservative and forcible
in her views. Dennis has refined her to perfection ever•
the years (even to the extent of writing out her geaneol
ogy in the effc,rt to furthe1· her con viricirign.ess in the
event of ad-libbing) and the iruitcase she lives in becomes
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a source of real magic.
strong characterisation
By the YB¥, I forgot
puppets in the Murpeys'

l) - '

"A professional artist did a lot to raise the
standard of 'IIfY' work. I learned a lot by be�
· directed too. Since 1979 I have been workmg
with RaJ.ph · Baker who was a stage director him
-self, so, we have self directed our work since
then - with helpful comnents from friends.

Special th�� to Simon Powe; for his assistance with
this article.

MURPHYS PUPPE!S

MURPHYS PUPPETS comprises of Dennis sn<i Jan Murphy
a:nd :iJ:, U.e past has included a number of other people in
perfOI'lltances 6.Ild production. I especially owe a lot to
this compan;i,· because it is where I really got iwolved
full on into pUfpetry f'or the first time. It ,,.,as a very
valuable learning experience.

TRAINING:

By Richard Hart, from an interview
with Lorrie Gardner.
( all quotes by Lorrie Gardner)•
e, No 2,
Other sources; photos, •The Edi:cational Magazin
1975 - "The Magic Flute"
•Advertising sheets for The Gardner Puppet
Theatre.
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On the topic of organisation, they say they don't have
much, which means,I guess,they don't have a structure about
who does what and when?
�
TRAINING AND :cEVELOPMEllT:
"We found it useful and terrific to travel around meet
-ing puppeteers and seeing puppet shows. I'd als?
1
recollllllend the art of storytelling, like puppets it s
magical.
My second main reason for getting into pu�p�try is
the raw PO\'ER it gives. Why be one person giving an
opinion or pet social theory when you can be a crowd
of eccentrics incorporating music to get a message
across?
Someone once said of political cE.rtoons;
'The most em.est hope for a cartoon used to be that
it would act as some sort of corrective to a
suspected bit of anti-social behaviour. The cart
oonists role was to mtlte the suspect activity
seem so ridiculous or barbarous or both that it
would be stopped.'
That pretty well states our philosophy."
DEllNIS MURPHY.
-c::::::,
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Dennis and Jan returned from an overseas trip at the
end of last year and are busy getting back into things
with puppet productions again. There latest show, "RINKY
�JNK CIRCliS 11 (for children) will be ready in October this;
year.
by Richard Hart, from an outline
by Dennis Murphy.
..
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:Further retrospective info: See MANlPULATION, pl2 Au1,;102, :
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, Auditions -for puppefeers/
ac+or.s, to join Terrapin fuP,nd:
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JERAL PUPPETS is a fully professional and COIIllllercial
puppet company which has been operating continuously in
and around Sydney since 1967.
John Lewis is the designer, producer and business
manager while Jackie (Jacquel:ine) writes the scripts and
directs the productions. Both perform in their shows and
make their own puppets,
JERAL PUPPETS is by choice a. non-funded compaJJY.

JERAL PUPPETS.

l

m. 'S. (R,1"-".)·

Appl,can+s mus+ have o.din9 ex.p�rietU.
and pvppe+r-y ski 1/s are an �dvdtrta.9e..

JERAL PUPPETS comprises of two people; Jacqueline and
John lewis. Jacqueline has an arts degree from Sydney .
university is a trained teacher and has written stories
for childr�n. John is a fully qualified architect who has
retired from practice.

With encouragement from people like the late �l:i.ve
Hodges, Bernie Ehmer and Jim & Marj Fainges, I was soon
hookedl Yhen opportunities to perform arose, I took them,:
learning as I went. There is no doubt that without the
Guild I never liOUl.d have continued or had the chance to �
perform in such a variety of places a.nd mediums - maey
t:lmes Ullder the guidance of someone else as a manipulator
of their puppets. One might say that is learning the hat"4·
wa;y, but its been a heck of a lot of fun.
These days I feel more confident, but know that the�
is so much to learn yet. I enjoy working and performil!g to
all types of audiences. Being able to adapt one• s perform
ance to suit the audience is what counts, but most of all
I feel that puppetry is a form of escapism for both aud
ience and performer. The chance to forget everythil!g. and
have a good old laugh or even shed a few tears ( if one
is clever enough to provoke that emotion thru a p uppet),
is what it is all about.

So how ui,¼ -1-lta.+ o+f IMJ dies+, +ha11.k ov -lo
9
ull �o&e. who wr-o+e. /eiter.s I sen.-+ <:,t,losuif!,i,ts
and. I of c.oorse +lie ar+,�le==, and. oufline� ..for
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. Where's the Puppeteer? 3
•
''Jeral Puppets''

I have alYB¥s had an interest in puppetry after a very
brief effort maey years ago in primary school. Apart from
this, I alYB¥S had a strong interest in theatre and con
sequently was a keen member of BRJSBANE REPERTORY THEATRE
for some ten years proir to my marriage.
So when Bernie Ehmer called a public meeting of people
interested in puppetry in 1975, with the view of forming a
Guild in Queensland, I went along purely out of curiosity.
·After several meetings, I was beginnillg to feel a bit of a
"fake", so I took the"plunge" and gave my first perf�rmance
( solo ) as part of a Red Cross concert party, and. much to
my surprise received a favourable response.

c.ont. -fr<>m f"'9" 1. · · ·

39 Roberts street, Rose Bay, NSW. 2029 ·
ph (02) 371 7328

The
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Arh"shc.. Director,

TE/1..RAPIN PUPPET 11-IEATRE
P.O. 'Bo)' 23,
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TAS, 7005
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JOCELYN CLARKSON,

51 Magee st, Graceville,
QUEENSLAND, 4075•

jOLIE
PUPPETS

11 ! class myself as·; "hobby puppeteer" which no doubt
might horrify the purists, but it is the truth neverthe
less.

JOLIE PUP}•ETS is an ania.ture puppet theatre that oper
-ates on a part-time basis.
Jocelyn Clarkson and wla Watts are its two members -·-·
although each of them do solo performances as well under
different titles.

The following article has been taken directly from a
letter by Jocelyn Clarkson which she sent to Ii'iAUPl:-LATIOI,
in response to "Where• s the Puppeteer?" survey in the last
issue.

At the moment I am getting back into puppetry after
retiril!g from the -workforce. My partner, wla Yatts with,
whom I have been working on a.nd off since 1979, is a
:
great source of inspiration. In fact, quite a great deali
of my experience has come through JOLIE PUPPETS; having ;_·
another pair of hands and/or several others, at times,
certainly allows more scope.
Lola and I each write our own scripts, adapting the
others' ideas to suit the occasion. Lola sometimes per-,
forms solo and I think it is good for us both not to be
tied down to restricting committments.
Ye have enjoyed work:ing with glove, rod puppets and
marionettes and I hope to try shadow puppets later in the
year. Audiences have ranged from the smallest of childre:p.
to patients in retirement villages ( the latter whom we ;
find to be some cf the most appreciative Slldiences ).
· Venues are normally inside, but the occasional outside
performances are always ':interesting; 'especially battl�
the elements am the intricacies of acoustics with large,
numbers of people.
f
Yb.en I perform solo, I call myself 11 COOMUNDA PUPPETSr
I have my own stage which is collapsible and designed for
a "one-woman-lift" although people invariabley insist on;
helping. I really enjoy the challenge of presenting pup-:
pets on my own but realise its limitations, so like m�
things in this world, it has its times a.nd places.
l

!·

For me, opportunities for puppetry come alXi go throur,
ghout the year interspersed with home committments and f:
life in general. !enjoy being involved in this way and /
find that puppetry opens ma:ny doors to interesting
avenues and a variety of people with ma:ny skills and
knowledge.
I hope the joys and satisfactions from puppets will
continue into the future, l:ike that classic moment when
a small boy came up to me at the end of a performance
and said,
"Gee, you make good an imal noisesl"
•••·•• needless to say,_I went home on a 'Puppet high'. �

j

by Jocelyn Clarkson.

On the topic of organisation, they say they don't have
much, which means,I guess,they don't have a structure about
who does what and when?
�
TRAINING AND :cEVELOPMEllT:
"We found it useful and terrific to travel around meet
-ing puppeteers and seeing puppet shows. I'd als?
1
recollllllend the art of storytelling, like puppets it s
magical.
My second main reason for getting into pu�p�try is
the raw PO\'ER it gives. Why be one person giving an
opinion or pet social theory when you can be a crowd
of eccentrics incorporating music to get a message
across?
Someone once said of political cE.rtoons;
'The most em.est hope for a cartoon used to be that
it would act as some sort of corrective to a
suspected bit of anti-social behaviour. The cart
oonists role was to mtlte the suspect activity
seem so ridiculous or barbarous or both that it
would be stopped.'
That pretty well states our philosophy."
DEllNIS MURPHY.
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Dennis and Jan returned from an overseas trip at the
end of last year and are busy getting back into things
with puppet productions again. There latest show, "RINKY
�JNK CIRCliS 11 (for children) will be ready in October this;
year.
by Richard Hart, from an outline
by Dennis Murphy.
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and around Sydney since 1967.
John Lewis is the designer, producer and business
manager while Jackie (Jacquel:ine) writes the scripts and
directs the productions. Both perform in their shows and
make their own puppets,
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university is a trained teacher and has written stories
for childr�n. John is a fully qualified architect who has
retired from practice.

With encouragement from people like the late �l:i.ve
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learning as I went. There is no doubt that without the
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t:lmes Ullder the guidance of someone else as a manipulator
of their puppets. One might say that is learning the hat"4·
wa;y, but its been a heck of a lot of fun.
These days I feel more confident, but know that the�
is so much to learn yet. I enjoy working and performil!g to
all types of audiences. Being able to adapt one• s perform
ance to suit the audience is what counts, but most of all
I feel that puppetry is a form of escapism for both aud
ience and performer. The chance to forget everythil!g. and
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is what it is all about.
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of my experience has come through JOLIE PUPPETS; having ;_·
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certainly allows more scope.
Lola and I each write our own scripts, adapting the
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forms solo and I think it is good for us both not to be
tied down to restricting committments.
Ye have enjoyed work:ing with glove, rod puppets and
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For me, opportunities for puppetry come alXi go throur,
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life in general. !enjoy being involved in this way and /
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continue into the future, l:ike that classic moment when
a small boy came up to me at the end of a performance
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"Gee, you make good an imal noisesl"
•••·•• needless to say,_I went home on a 'Puppet high'. �
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by Jocelyn Clarkson.
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Rq��i ;n Sydney, NSW. To contact
Write/ohone MANJPTJLATJON, or try
M. T, A: or SYDNEY Pl!PPET THF.ATRE.

Ross Browr,ing is ar, actor, lllllsician and puppeteer. In
all three of these areas, Ross has achieved high lev:els
of distinction having been fully professional in them all.
Ross has a solid background in theatre and jazz piaDO.
He studied acting at N.I.D.A. for one year, the Independ
ent Theatre for three years and the Corporeal Mime St,udio
for six months. His formal lllllsic training includes one
years study at the Sydney Conservatorium in jazz piano
and latin percussion in 1977, where he also formed a
quartet for a season :in the Snowy Mountains and around
Sydney. In 1978 he was awarded a jazz scholarship to the
U.S.A. where he studied and performed at Mt. Hood Comm
unity college, Portland, Oregan. He was chosen to perform
with the U.S,J..1s top, college vocal jazz ensemble, which
toured from Canada to San Fransisco and later rele!1-sed an
album. Ross is also a composer and has performed his works
in quite a number of venues including the Sydney Opera
House Drama Theatre and the Space Theatre in Adelaide.

Perhaps many of us would know Ross Browning or of him
thru his four year involvement vith the MARIO!raTTE THEATRE
of AUSTRALIA, (1979 to end of 1982). It lllllst be noted that
prior to this he was resident actor/lllllsician/vriter for
PAGEAET THEATRE in EDUCATION from 1974 to 1976, had a
continuing role in the TV series; "Class of'74" and the
role of Burnie in the feature film; "Undercover".
Ross's involvement with the Marionette Theatre included
resident actor/puppeteer and musician/msical director.
Richard Bradshaw, the artistic director of the comp8lJ3'
from 1976 to 1983, has this to say:
"Ross was a candidate for the company of four
puppeteers I chose as a 'core comp8lJ3T' for the
opening season of the M.T.A.'s new theatre in
1983 but he and I both felt he should try
free-lancing for a while to allow himself better
scope for developing his skills in lllllsic and
acting as well as in puppetry."
Ross' s experience witl:l puppetry when he joined the compa.D3'
in 1979 was almost nil but his previous involvement with
PAGEANT Theatre (which gave performances in schools) got
him the job. It seems to have been a policy of the M.T.A.
to take on actors and then train them as puppeteers.
He soon got to learn puppetry when he toured with
"Puppet Power", a shov which used a variety of puppet
types, for over a year. As his interest in puppetry grew,
he decided to attend the International Festival of Puppetry·
in Washington D.C. (.Tune 1980). The festival included su�h
notables as; Obratzov, Bill Baird, the Muppets, Shari
Lewis, Percy Press Jnr, Drak, Bread and Puppets and Brue�
Schwartz, all of which would have provided a considerable
stillllllous to anyone with a growing merest in puppetry.'

11

Ross• s special talent is as a jazz msician and
his mt:.sical ability was used to great advantage
in one of the Marionette Theatre of Australia's
most successful shows, "Smiles Awa:y", a show
which he helped to creE,te. This show used large
figures, two-thirds life-size, worked and spoken
for by puppeteers in view."

"Smiles Away" opened at the Sydney Opera House Drama
theatre in August,1981 and Ross was musical director as well
as a puppeteer.
(A review of "Smiles Away" is on page 9&10, MANIPULATION,
August, 1982)

Ross also performed in three seasons of " General
Macarthur in Australia" which opened in October,1981, at the
Pla:ybox Theatre, Melbourne. It was aimed at an adult audien
ce and used multi-screen slide projection for backgrounds�
"Ross was the only experienced puppeteer in a
comp8lJ3T of four actors -which presented "General
Macarthur in Australia", a puppet play for adults
which used small figures worked from behind.
Although he did not have the mam role, his super
-ior skill as a manipulator was evident am I well
remember how deftly a puppet soldier he was work
ing stooped to pick up and replace his hat which
had accidentally fallen off. Ross deligb.ts in
perfecting such niceties of me.m,pula.tion."
·
(Richard Bradshaw)
At the end of 1982, Rqss left the M.T.A. an4_ joined
the AURORE PUPPET THEATRE, which was specifioally formed
to produce "Forbidden Fruit". Th�/fshow opened at the
Sydney Opera House Recording Hall,./November,1982 and was
also performed at the International Puppet Festival,
Adelaide, 1983, Ross played the role of Scott in a some
-what surreal production based on the poem "Goblin Market"
by 19th century poet, Christina Rossetti. The show comb
ined live performers and life-size puppets.

"Later that year he played a principal character
in a rod-puppet version of the classic Australian
story "The Magic Pudding" in a season which began
at the Sydney Opera House, For this show the
recorded voices were provided by other actors but
Ross did a fine job of miming, despite the fact
that his puppet had to be held aloft for almost
all of the show which lasted over an hour!"
(Richard Bradshaw)
(A review of the "Magic Pudding II appears on page 3 of
'MANIPULATIOii' No.4, 1980),
Ross performed six seasons of this production in a nation
al tour.

In 1981, Ross was the principal puppeteer/actor in
the M.T.A.' s production of "Roo' s", a show which demi;.nded
his alternating between light blue masked puppeteer and
out front na=ator, The show used bunraku influenced
techniques where the puppeteers wore sky blue costumes
against a sky blue background and was almc st like a
table-top show in presentation - simple yet effective.
This show was devised to tour schools and involved diff.
erent types of wallabys and kangaroos in a humourous
story. (This show also to�red the Philippines and Malay
sia before Ross Browning joined the company.)
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Ross has also been employed by the A.B.C. in its tele
:vision productions of "Alexanders Billa.bong" ( where he
;pleyed the part of Madge the Galah) and "Blinky Bill"
· ( where he played the part of Blinky).
His latest television venture was with Independent Product
ions; "The Maestros Company" were he played the part of the
'Baron' ( see article:"Its in the Can" :In this issue).
It seems that the only thing Ross hasn't done is des�
and make puppets, but from the sketchy :Information I was
given for this outline, he may have done some of that too.
In any case, Ross has shown himself to be a very talented
musician , actor a.nd puppeteer from this trask record and
a valuable contribution to 8lJ3T comp8lJ3T.
by Richard Hart,
from information sent by
Ross Browning, inc.luding a
refe=ence by Richard Bradshaw.
Note: Ross attended the recent puppet confe=ence in Dresden
and will be returning from overseas by the end of this
year.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e• • • •••t
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Ross• s special talent is as a jazz msician and
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PupF?etfolk ·•

14 Acton avenue, Windsor Garden s,
South Australia, 5087.
ph (08) 2614364. Adelaide based.

Aus-tralia

PUPPETFOLK AUSTRALIA is a full-time, professional
puppet theatre that performs predominantly in schools. It
comprises two people; Jenny Twydale and Lloyd Noble.

"A childhood victim of wartime atrocities, he later
came to the conclusion that an important factor in
dissension among peoples ley in the language barrier.
This logical, regular and easily lea.med language
has proven its worth and viability over the past
100 years; it is now spoken by over 25 million
people world wide.
It is not intended to supplant other languages
but to bridge them. It is no accident that the root
of the name is 'esper', meaning hope."
Lloyd Noble.

Lloyd Noble began Puppetfolk in 1975, in Western Austral
-ia, after five years scriptwriting for ABC educational
radio in Brisbane. During the same period he began script
writing for the TWELFTH NI�T THEATRE' s schools programmes.
(Twelfth Night Theatre is a Brisbane puppet theatre directed by Peter Iliffe}.
His reasons for ,starting his own puppet theatre were, in·
his very own words;
satisfy megalomaniaca.l. urges and avoid
tolerating actors."

He toured solo around Western Australia without financial
assistance until a bit later, when he got some support
from the Yestern Australian Arts Council.
In 1979, Jenny Twydale (a graphic artist) joined the
company. T hey organized their school tours privately in
the beg:i.mling, but later were assisted by the Y.A. Arts
Council, Australia Council, Schools Commission, Education
Dept., Pre-school Board and others.
In 1981, Puppetfolk moved to Adelaide, where they are
now based, and continue to write their own stories and
songs, design and build their glove, rod and moving
mouth puppets and perform every show live (no voice tapes),
to ensure maximum vitality and spontaneity "•• unmatched by recordings."

Feathered Octopus is me, Richard Ha.rt, plus whoever else is
around/involved at the t:ime. It's a name to work Uilder for
the projects I'm involved in - it existed before I got into
puppets. I see the Octopus, with its 8 al'!IIS or legs, as
being into many different things, fingers in many pies. I
put the Feat hers on it for fantasy, for free imagination,
because that• s my bent.

TECHNIQUE:
Puppetfolk beg�.n with a most uID1sual style of using
scarves ( as puppets ), without a booth, so the perfomer
was on a mat in full view of the andience. They moved to
glove, rod 2Jld. moving mouth puppets later with the addit
ion of a booth or stage. They employ props and sets for
"greater dramatic scope" and to explore the design aspect
of puppetry further.

I had a background in visual arts and design. I studied
painting and a· bit of architecture. In 1977 at a t:ime when
I was doing a lot of painiing, I picked up a• 1ibrary- book,
Bil Baird's "Art of the Puppet",and was fascinated by the
look of the puppets, really inspired by the :images and the
power of some of the puppets, especially the heads - the
expression on them really struck me. I started making some
papier mache heads, and kept doing that for a while,
without any intention of actually 1112.king them into puppets.

AUDIENCE AND VENUES:
"We have alweys concentrated on primary schools, with
emphasis increasingly on themes useful to schools, ( we
write our own material )• Ye also do shows for the general
public in festivals such as Brisbane's Warana, Melbourne's
Moomba, the Festival of Sydney and the Canberra Festival.
If we are working to such a general andience, we aim
dialogue (and :improvised asides) to include adults. In
schools, we work the full pr:imary age range, but split
them into j'll.lllor, middle and senior groups. This allows
·each group to participate at their own level. This app
roach has been successfui, judging by school responses
over the years."

I was living with some English people, and they were very
much into thejr own traditions. They organized a Guy Fawkes
night, in G-lebe, and they just had to have a Punch and Judy
show. So I ended up doing Punch and Judy, using the trad
ional script written in 1851, and that's how I got into
puppetry as such. For a while I was busking in Hyde Pa1'k,
doing the Punch and Judy show with some other students from
Tech, and getting someroney from it too, supplementing our
111eagre student income.

The Waterhole
of Awesome Giant

ta
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IiOlT WE \!ORK AS A GROUP:
"We work very closely, though with complemenh,ry skills.
Lloyd writes, Jen illustrates. Lloyd carves in pclystyrc-•
foam, Jen snips in po'.cyurethane foam. We rehearse together
and exchange blo�'S even3¥.

Psychedelic Ball .at St.John's Hall in Paddington. I made
some giant spirit marionettes which descended from a cat
�alk at the top of the hall - it was quite high, about
30 feet up. They were about 7 feet tall, very s:imple with
just moving al'!lls, no legs, just big strips of material
hanging down. They descended, and danced. ll'e did it twice.
The second t:ime the dancing -was a bit more sophisticated,
because I had Dennis and Jan Murphy helping manipulate.
then I started extending that into IDlllti-screen slide
�hows. That• s what I was studying at the Art School, and
I was experimenting with different types of screens • I
11tumbled across the effect
using scrim, and I tried
�sing different shapes
scrim, making forests project
pig slides on multiple layers, creating an environment
ihat was all broken up and abstract.

In the second year of the art course - I'd taken a couple
of years off - I started working with sl:ide projection.
I did an audio-visual project in which I used puppets in
stills - set them up in environments and took colour slides
I made up a
of them. It was ca.lled "INSIDE A WHALE".
story about some scientists who anaesthetized ·a whale and
built a laboratory inside it so they could study it in its
habitat. While they were inside the whale the whale started
speaking to them, and they were visit�d by spirits and the
whole thing sort of expanded into the universe. Dialogue
and music were pre-recorded on tape - in very primitive
conditions. That was my first encounter with getting a
story together and presenting it in an audio-visual way.
It was just another step from there to making a live
puppet show, to the dramatics of movement and timing.

OR G-ANISATIOU:
"Puppetfolk ope1�1-tes and thiDks like r,ey small private
· business. We have a product to improve and sell. We have
clients to whom we are responsible. From time to tilne we
have received ;;arious types of assistance from various
fUilding bodies; we have never been dependent on them, nor
do we believe it wise to become so. Direct responsibility
in the marketplace_ is a healthy and constructive incentive."

"The Waterhole of Awesome Giant" is their latest
production about cultural clashes - ( language, territory,
custom)- and the need to resolve them. The performances
are followed by discussion and puppetry demonstrations.
Appropriately, Lloyd speaks in Esperanto,at the beginning
of the show,which is an artificial language devised by
Dr L.L. Zamenhof and published in Varsaw in 1887.

.

202 Park st. FITZROY Nth.
3068. VIC. ph (oJ) 486 14JO.
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The Puppetfolk repetoir includes;
" Grandpas Aren't For Sale", " A Purchase of Reindeer" ,
" The Tree That ¥anted To See The Sea" ,
" The Waterhole of Awesome Giant".
"The Tree That Wanted To See The Sea" was performed in
Theatre 62 for . the puppet festival (Adelaide) last year
and is basicaly a story about not giving up.
"Don't be absurd', seys Burden. 1 Seas are dangerous.
They roar and they swallow you whole! Never go near
one unless it 1 s safely locked in a cage. Besides,
you're on3¥ a tree.'"

··························································
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Yith this production, Puppetfolk were assisted by the
Multicultural Education Co-ordinating Committee.
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And finally their comments on MAil'IPULATIOI!:
"Vital;grevt potential. Ye see too little communication
between groups for a. number of reasons; mixture of fear,
ignorance, distance and dol1nright la.ck of time. Forum for
debate on I creative philosophy' as Ricl::ard has called it,
I hope this can be encouraged both by statements and
c�itiques from puppeteers everyw-here."

TRAINING:
Jenny and Lloyd have giiren no fofOl'lll.atiC>n. on a:rry
tr�ining or workshops they mcy have done j,n puppetiy bt,t
kave indicated they w-ould like to work with an experienced
d:ll-ector;
"A c::.rector in sympathy with our a.ims in schools and
our :ir,tentions in p1.1ppetry, would be very welcome. As
a lesser substitute, we use a portapak video."

,
l

Going to the Tasmanian Puppet Festival in 1979 was a big
boost - the first t:ime I1d seen puppet shows since I was
eight (that was Punch & Judy as I recall) - it was an
inspiration seeing good puppet shows there. I met Dennis
Murphy in a workshop at the Festival. When I ·got back to
Sydney I .overllauled the Punch and Judy booth one
the
guys in the house had made for me, made it bigger, more
sophisticated, made some backdrops and more intricate
costumes, added some curtains - generally jazzed it up.
And, from what I'd learnt at the Puppet Festival, put more
original material into the basic Punch _and Judy script and much more ad-libbing. And it was sucessful, I seemed
to get much more response.

or

The people I was living with also had a band. One of the
guys was right into rock culture, he was fixated on the
music of the Sixties in particular� and r.e organized a
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It was in 1980, after our daughter Zoe was born, that I
really started combining puppets and multi-screen slide
shows. This was "THE ANGLER FISH BALLET" in its first
manifestation, done as an Art School'project.
Then I got_ involved with Dennis and Jan again, who by
_that stage had got their own puppet stage and show
'together. I had a car, so I provided transport _for their
·touring round, and I helped bump in and out and did a
:few minor roles. I gradually got more involved.
:We had very differenli approaches, wb.ich eventually
'brought about a lot of conflict between us. Mine was
more from the visual and experimentail. side of things,
'Dennis was interested in characterisation and more
-conventional presentation.

Setting up the Outlandyshe Puppet Theatre with Dennis
and Jan at the Yeyside Chapel premises helped me get
into.puppet theatre more thoroughly, more properly. We
had the t:ime and the space to experiment. It was an
environment equipped with the sort of things I'd been
using before at the Art School - the Chapel had a sound
recording studio, slide projectors, and a theatre.
I d:ld a lot of black light things, and a lot of sets.
By this stage I found myself conceiving things in terms
of puppetry, it was easy to visualise things moving, in
my head, and it had a sense of timing about it too. But
I was very tentative abou.t perfol'!lling, whereas Dennis Wa.81
quite bold about it, he'd take his puppet out and ad-lib
with the kids, something which I found very difficult to
do, ard avoided like the plague. It was moving things manipulation - ard creating an atmosphere, a progression !
of things in t:ime, that was where my main strength ley.
Voice has been my main weakness.
I got a stronger appreciation of manipulation, of bring
ing things to life, in that period. Ye took it all very
seriously. We were very much into improving our manipui
ation, making the puppet look alive. lib.en we were
developing the Sw:lmmer for the ANGIER FISH BALLET we
took videos to see how the movement was going. W'e all put
a lot of effort into making everything as convincing as
possible.
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··························································
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Yith this production, Puppetfolk were assisted by the
Multicultural Education Co-ordinating Committee.
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And finally their comments on MAil'IPULATIOI!:
"Vital;grevt potential. Ye see too little communication
between groups for a. number of reasons; mixture of fear,
ignorance, distance and dol1nright la.ck of time. Forum for
debate on I creative philosophy' as Ricl::ard has called it,
I hope this can be encouraged both by statements and
c�itiques from puppeteers everyw-here."

TRAINING:
Jenny and Lloyd have giiren no fofOl'lll.atiC>n. on a:rry
tr�ining or workshops they mcy have done j,n puppetiy bt,t
kave indicated they w-ould like to work with an experienced
d:ll-ector;
"A c::.rector in sympathy with our a.ims in schools and
our :ir,tentions in p1.1ppetry, would be very welcome. As
a lesser substitute, we use a portapak video."

,
l

Going to the Tasmanian Puppet Festival in 1979 was a big
boost - the first t:ime I1d seen puppet shows since I was
eight (that was Punch & Judy as I recall) - it was an
inspiration seeing good puppet shows there. I met Dennis
Murphy in a workshop at the Festival. When I ·got back to
Sydney I .overllauled the Punch and Judy booth one
the
guys in the house had made for me, made it bigger, more
sophisticated, made some backdrops and more intricate
costumes, added some curtains - generally jazzed it up.
And, from what I'd learnt at the Puppet Festival, put more
original material into the basic Punch _and Judy script and much more ad-libbing. And it was sucessful, I seemed
to get much more response.

or

The people I was living with also had a band. One of the
guys was right into rock culture, he was fixated on the
music of the Sixties in particular� and r.e organized a
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It was in 1980, after our daughter Zoe was born, that I
really started combining puppets and multi-screen slide
shows. This was "THE ANGLER FISH BALLET" in its first
manifestation, done as an Art School'project.
Then I got_ involved with Dennis and Jan again, who by
_that stage had got their own puppet stage and show
'together. I had a car, so I provided transport _for their
·touring round, and I helped bump in and out and did a
:few minor roles. I gradually got more involved.
:We had very differenli approaches, wb.ich eventually
'brought about a lot of conflict between us. Mine was
more from the visual and experimentail. side of things,
'Dennis was interested in characterisation and more
-conventional presentation.

Setting up the Outlandyshe Puppet Theatre with Dennis
and Jan at the Yeyside Chapel premises helped me get
into.puppet theatre more thoroughly, more properly. We
had the t:ime and the space to experiment. It was an
environment equipped with the sort of things I'd been
using before at the Art School - the Chapel had a sound
recording studio, slide projectors, and a theatre.
I d:ld a lot of black light things, and a lot of sets.
By this stage I found myself conceiving things in terms
of puppetry, it was easy to visualise things moving, in
my head, and it had a sense of timing about it too. But
I was very tentative abou.t perfol'!lling, whereas Dennis Wa.81
quite bold about it, he'd take his puppet out and ad-lib
with the kids, something which I found very difficult to
do, ard avoided like the plague. It was moving things manipulation - ard creating an atmosphere, a progression !
of things in t:ime, that was where my main strength ley.
Voice has been my main weakness.
I got a stronger appreciation of manipulation, of bring
ing things to life, in that period. Ye took it all very
seriously. We were very much into improving our manipui
ation, making the puppet look alive. lib.en we were
developing the Sw:lmmer for the ANGIER FISH BALLET we
took videos to see how the movement was going. W'e all put
a lot of effort into making everything as convincing as
possible.

lake and starts to rise, done with slides and the actor
had to �eep climbing above the water le vei ; it got
above his head, and he had to swim; it became the ccean
am a huge wave dumped h:im. A giant bee picked h:im up .
It worked, it was very convincing as illusion. We had
only minimal puppets. One was the dragon, a big head on
.the end of Joe's arm, while he remained the Master of
niu ion. I was worried about the length, I thought it
:
didn t go on long enough for the audience to really
feel the crisis build and resolve. But I was the
inexperienced one, so I went ala� with it. llhat was
there was rea.l.J;y powerful, but it was just a taste.

After the Outlandyshe Puppet Thea:tre I struggled on my
own a bit. I found it a bit hard to exist outside of a
group. I still do. I like being part of something ' and I
find it very hard to do everything.
AI!d then I got involved with EST. It was a course of t.._-c
weekends and a couple of nights, and its main objective
is to become more aware of the pretenses in your own
behaviour, a means of breaking through to greater self
awareness. It confused me, but it was good, it stirred
up a lot of stuff. It broke down a lot of l:lmits I'd
put on myself; and had a significant effect on what I
was trying to do with puppetry.

That was in 1982e "DRAGON'S JOURNEY" it was called. I
was aJ.so doing Rebirthing as well as EST. I was dcing
a lot of work on myself at that time. It was good for
me as an artist - I see an integral connection
between the wa;y you are as a person and the art that you
produce, particularly work on the body. lfhen people
train to do things with the ir body one of the first
things they encounter is the armouring of the:ir body
the difficulty of being l�ose and fluid, of losing '
yo�rself in what's ha,ppetll.Dg, of becoming lihl,.t you• re
doing. It's essential in puppetry - you have to lose a
part of yourself to make that object real. You have to
be that object.

Before that, however, I had to get the money together
to pa;y for the course, and cne of the people there
Tony Miles, had studied some clowning, a.nd he sug;ested
I put a show on.

Ye had six weeks to get it together, am there was just
the two of us. I grabbed an old script I wrote, about a
dragon,a water dragon. Then the thing just grew Joe
Gladwin became involved, he had also done EST. H;'d come
to the Outlamyshe one,time 'llhen'Alldrew Bleey was
scouting for the Pu ppet Festival.
The scale cf the l!lhow stSl'ted expanding. Ye found a
venue, S'l.John's Hall in Paddington, it was quite big
and we all spent a fair bit of time just being in the'
hell getting a feeling of the space. Then came the
idea for the set - hundreds of strips of white material
from Reverse Garbage, suspended from the rafters. Ye
decided to meke the whole hall the set so the andience
sat inside this warren, 'llhich surround:d them.

Reb�ing vas helpful, as I hadn't done a.ey- puppetry
training. It also made me let go a lot of mental
c�nstraints about what I should or shouldn't do. It was
t:une to get THE ANGLER FISH BALLET ready for the Puppet
_
Festival, am I found the show taking on a life of its
own, 'II1Y creativity seemed freed up, I didn't have to
force it anymore. Whenever I did a.ey- work on the shay
the energy would aJ.wa;ys be there. I've found since that
it's important for me to connect with something an idea
or a sensation or an intuitive feeling about so�ething
which I want to COlllllll.lnicate, and that will carry me
through.
The ANGLER FISH BlLLl!:T was a powerful experience in that
regard. I got really lost in it. I just let Diy imagin
ation •go and didn't worry about any message. I remember
having. to talk about it on a radio interview at the
Festival. The interview was :really short becanse I was
1110 lost in tlie show I couldn t talk about it!

I
1/1

Once the show was on it immediately got compared to
Nigel Triffitt' s "SECRETS", and that gave me the shits
The insinuatd.on vas that I was following in his feotst;ps
and I felt that was unfair - I could see some s:imilarity '
but much more difference.

It wos called "IN THE RAINBOW FOREST". Once again we
created an environment in the whole space. We got strips
of coloured netting from Reverse Garbage, and wove it
into a conv<illuted coloured forest, a jungle. It w,:i.s
inspired I suppose b,y' our period in the count:cy. We were
in Uminao The town is the suburban pits, but it was a
short walk to the bush and here we were surrounded by
silence, and a sense of things happening all around us.

We were worried before the show went on. Seeing a trem
at the Festival for a lot of Australian shows to not get
a good response - some survived, but so ma.ey went down and not always deservedly, made us nervous. The spirit
seemed so different from the Tasmanian Puppet FestivaJ.,
it seemed more demanding, much more of the extraordinary
seemed required for shows to be appreciated. A lot of
shows were quite professional, but they fell flat, the
audiences didn't seem responsive�
So the generaJ. atmosphere was one of great apprehension.
After our first performance we felt disgusted, because
we didn't do anything right, and a lot of things didn't
work, like one of the slide projectors, our manipulation
was off. When the audience responded so well we were
shocked. It was a great boost. The second show went very
well l

Never having seen it, being in tile impossible situation
of both performing and directing, it was helpful to
have that feedback. Dennis and Jan, particularly;,
because they had been in the Outlandyshe production of
it, gave some very constructive feedback. It was also the
first opportunity to perform the show in an ideal
enviroIDnent, in a theatre with spotlights. I'd also been
able to modify the screen arrangement, intll'Oducing
moving screens, which expanded what we could do. They
had also painted the stage floor black for us. Everyone
went to a lot of trouble to get things right, and it
was very satisfying to have that opportunity to do the
show at its best. I felt that at last the show vas

· The whole object of the show was just to play with
· . scale., Things that seemed big and important, in another
context became insignificant, and vice versa. So we had
: things like a giant snail, as well.

- o-

Ye went to live in the c�},ry afte:i:. that, and it was a
period of stagnation, buu I had been enriched by what I
saw at the Puppet Festival, as I thiDk everyone always
is, and by the time I got another show together, for the
Ya;ys:!de Chapel in August that year, I was taking off on

After that we just left everything and went bush, to
Elands. A breathing space, a time to go back into myself
al'.lqA_iscover things. And in the bush natural events,
things that have little significance in the city, become
quite dramatic. You begin to feel the environment
affecting your body and realise how much an integral
part of these things_ you are. You're not a separate
entity.

A �at of the work in conceiving the show was done in the
slide box. When I was making the slides, they were the
actuaJ. set. All my experimentation before meant that I
had a pretty good idea of the enviroIDnent they would
create, and the images flowed easily to me.

It was � very valuable �:x:perience for me, being the
first tll!le I'd worked nth professionals. Another grry,
a lighting man from Marian Street Theatre, joined us.
I absorbed a lot just from being with them. An undeI
staming of their professional integrity, which I
found very w,eful.

The show wa,; tied together by a puppet called Merle,'
made a bit· like the Marionette Thea:l;re• s "Smiles Awa¥"
puppets, and she related dii-ectly to the kids. She
would pick up on something that had happened in the story
just before, and comment am discuss with them, like at
one time when a flower is left lying onsta ge. Another
1
scene would have her coming out with a big tower I d
constructed in four parts, in a big bag, and assemble it
with them. She thought it was a set of chairs, but in
varying times, depending on the audience, it would be
put together in the andience and taken back to the stage�
and then there was a grand opening of the tower, with
thousands of people - on slides proj'ected onto scrim and a starry night sky and little spotlights raking it.
,After the opening, the sl:ides would change, and this
great tower began to diminish in significance as the
, world in the sl:ides e:xpanded. A curtain rising from the
, bottom,as well, made the tower get smaller and smaller,
: till it was just a little flashing light in the night
sky. Then it disappeared into the universe.

complete.

Earlier that year I'd been to see Annie Heitmann in
Nymboida, in answer to her ad for puppeteers in
"Manipulation"• She and her boyfriend Chip wanted to
perform in ANGLER FISH BALLET, and they brought in a
fri!!nd of theirs, Florence - but I didn't meet her
until we were in Adelaide for the F estival.

Ye met as often as we could, and we set ourselves tasks
for each particular meeting, and we'd sta;y there until
we'd completed them - it was full-on. Then about two
weeks before Ye opened we changed the whole stocy-line
we felt it wasn't getting anywhere. We also split into'
specialised areas - I c oncentrated on set and design
and Tony and Joe did the performance.

The whole thing was very professional, very slick - but
it was '!8ry short. (About 20 mins.long) It sort of left .
the andience in mid-air, they d:idn•t know what it was
about. The style of the show was Big. We had two tonnes
of sand brought in and laid on the floor in a curved
shape, defining a large performance area. And a forest
of white strips. I had projectors right up the back of
the hall, and they projected over the whole space the
slides were like a medium. It was the first time i,d
worked with live actors as well as puppets and we
experimented with the actors intez-relat� with what
was 1:1kPpening with the slides. The story concerned a
warri�r who confronts �he Master of Illusion, who keeps
thr�wing these f�tashc situations at him to test hiip.,
try� to m�e h:un succumb to the illusion. It was quite
Zennish, quite EST. In one scene a river turns into a

a new direction. It seemed like before I was drunk with
11hat I was doing,and now I was much more aware of what I
vas setting out to do, and related to the audience more,

Ye had a week of rehearsals in Adelaide to get the show
together. I had the puppets,_ and the new slides, bu·h we
bad to start from scratch with the performing, because
I
the cast was new. I thought: "It s good to be here and to
have a show for the Festival, but I don't know how the
hell it's going to go."I wasn't cont'ident o But the
Rehoreks from Paperbag Puppet Theatre, and the staff at
Theatre 162 were vecy helpful. And the FestivaJ. gave �s
a rehearsal space right next to the theatre. Ye- sta;yed
rent-free in Annie's old house, too, so everything
slotted in - we were htcky.

Now I'm living in Melbourne, but I'm working on an idea
I got wa;y back in Umina. It's for a show called
"DREAMER". It' s a slow growing thing, I'm · waiting for
the right situation and the right people. I'm not one
for doing shows alone. I'm too aware of my own
imbalances, and I1d like everything to be balanced, to
be equally well done. Past experience has shown me that
one weak link in the chain undoes everything, it doesn't
matter how good everything else is. It's also a show
about the emotional side of me, I suppose, am that's a
bit confronting. It• s also in a social context, it looks
at a child, the unsatisfied child in us all, the marw
things from childhood which affect us deeply and w'!lich
we can't resolve until we're adults and start working
back. This child escapes into imagination.

.

Outline by MAEVE VELLA, from a taped interview
she made with Richard Rart, Aug/84.
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lake and starts to rise, done with slides and the actor
had to �eep climbing above the water le vei ; it got
above his head, and he had to swim; it became the ccean
am a huge wave dumped h:im. A giant bee picked h:im up .
It worked, it was very convincing as illusion. We had
only minimal puppets. One was the dragon, a big head on
.the end of Joe's arm, while he remained the Master of
niu ion. I was worried about the length, I thought it
:
didn t go on long enough for the audience to really
feel the crisis build and resolve. But I was the
inexperienced one, so I went ala� with it. llhat was
there was rea.l.J;y powerful, but it was just a taste.

After the Outlandyshe Puppet Thea:tre I struggled on my
own a bit. I found it a bit hard to exist outside of a
group. I still do. I like being part of something ' and I
find it very hard to do everything.
AI!d then I got involved with EST. It was a course of t.._-c
weekends and a couple of nights, and its main objective
is to become more aware of the pretenses in your own
behaviour, a means of breaking through to greater self
awareness. It confused me, but it was good, it stirred
up a lot of stuff. It broke down a lot of l:lmits I'd
put on myself; and had a significant effect on what I
was trying to do with puppetry.

That was in 1982e "DRAGON'S JOURNEY" it was called. I
was aJ.so doing Rebirthing as well as EST. I was dcing
a lot of work on myself at that time. It was good for
me as an artist - I see an integral connection
between the wa;y you are as a person and the art that you
produce, particularly work on the body. lfhen people
train to do things with the ir body one of the first
things they encounter is the armouring of the:ir body
the difficulty of being l�ose and fluid, of losing '
yo�rself in what's ha,ppetll.Dg, of becoming lihl,.t you• re
doing. It's essential in puppetry - you have to lose a
part of yourself to make that object real. You have to
be that object.

Before that, however, I had to get the money together
to pa;y for the course, and cne of the people there
Tony Miles, had studied some clowning, a.nd he sug;ested
I put a show on.

Ye had six weeks to get it together, am there was just
the two of us. I grabbed an old script I wrote, about a
dragon,a water dragon. Then the thing just grew Joe
Gladwin became involved, he had also done EST. H;'d come
to the Outlamyshe one,time 'llhen'Alldrew Bleey was
scouting for the Pu ppet Festival.
The scale cf the l!lhow stSl'ted expanding. Ye found a
venue, S'l.John's Hall in Paddington, it was quite big
and we all spent a fair bit of time just being in the'
hell getting a feeling of the space. Then came the
idea for the set - hundreds of strips of white material
from Reverse Garbage, suspended from the rafters. Ye
decided to meke the whole hall the set so the andience
sat inside this warren, 'llhich surround:d them.

Reb�ing vas helpful, as I hadn't done a.ey- puppetry
training. It also made me let go a lot of mental
c�nstraints about what I should or shouldn't do. It was
t:une to get THE ANGLER FISH BALLET ready for the Puppet
_
Festival, am I found the show taking on a life of its
own, 'II1Y creativity seemed freed up, I didn't have to
force it anymore. Whenever I did a.ey- work on the shay
the energy would aJ.wa;ys be there. I've found since that
it's important for me to connect with something an idea
or a sensation or an intuitive feeling about so�ething
which I want to COlllllll.lnicate, and that will carry me
through.
The ANGLER FISH BlLLl!:T was a powerful experience in that
regard. I got really lost in it. I just let Diy imagin
ation •go and didn't worry about any message. I remember
having. to talk about it on a radio interview at the
Festival. The interview was :really short becanse I was
1110 lost in tlie show I couldn t talk about it!

I
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Once the show was on it immediately got compared to
Nigel Triffitt' s "SECRETS", and that gave me the shits
The insinuatd.on vas that I was following in his feotst;ps
and I felt that was unfair - I could see some s:imilarity '
but much more difference.

It wos called "IN THE RAINBOW FOREST". Once again we
created an environment in the whole space. We got strips
of coloured netting from Reverse Garbage, and wove it
into a conv<illuted coloured forest, a jungle. It w,:i.s
inspired I suppose b,y' our period in the count:cy. We were
in Uminao The town is the suburban pits, but it was a
short walk to the bush and here we were surrounded by
silence, and a sense of things happening all around us.

We were worried before the show went on. Seeing a trem
at the Festival for a lot of Australian shows to not get
a good response - some survived, but so ma.ey went down and not always deservedly, made us nervous. The spirit
seemed so different from the Tasmanian Puppet FestivaJ.,
it seemed more demanding, much more of the extraordinary
seemed required for shows to be appreciated. A lot of
shows were quite professional, but they fell flat, the
audiences didn't seem responsive�
So the generaJ. atmosphere was one of great apprehension.
After our first performance we felt disgusted, because
we didn't do anything right, and a lot of things didn't
work, like one of the slide projectors, our manipulation
was off. When the audience responded so well we were
shocked. It was a great boost. The second show went very
well l

Never having seen it, being in tile impossible situation
of both performing and directing, it was helpful to
have that feedback. Dennis and Jan, particularly;,
because they had been in the Outlandyshe production of
it, gave some very constructive feedback. It was also the
first opportunity to perform the show in an ideal
enviroIDnent, in a theatre with spotlights. I'd also been
able to modify the screen arrangement, intll'Oducing
moving screens, which expanded what we could do. They
had also painted the stage floor black for us. Everyone
went to a lot of trouble to get things right, and it
was very satisfying to have that opportunity to do the
show at its best. I felt that at last the show vas

· The whole object of the show was just to play with
· . scale., Things that seemed big and important, in another
context became insignificant, and vice versa. So we had
: things like a giant snail, as well.

- o-

Ye went to live in the c�},ry afte:i:. that, and it was a
period of stagnation, buu I had been enriched by what I
saw at the Puppet Festival, as I thiDk everyone always
is, and by the time I got another show together, for the
Ya;ys:!de Chapel in August that year, I was taking off on

After that we just left everything and went bush, to
Elands. A breathing space, a time to go back into myself
al'.lqA_iscover things. And in the bush natural events,
things that have little significance in the city, become
quite dramatic. You begin to feel the environment
affecting your body and realise how much an integral
part of these things_ you are. You're not a separate
entity.

A �at of the work in conceiving the show was done in the
slide box. When I was making the slides, they were the
actuaJ. set. All my experimentation before meant that I
had a pretty good idea of the enviroIDnent they would
create, and the images flowed easily to me.

It was � very valuable �:x:perience for me, being the
first tll!le I'd worked nth professionals. Another grry,
a lighting man from Marian Street Theatre, joined us.
I absorbed a lot just from being with them. An undeI
staming of their professional integrity, which I
found very w,eful.

The show wa,; tied together by a puppet called Merle,'
made a bit· like the Marionette Thea:l;re• s "Smiles Awa¥"
puppets, and she related dii-ectly to the kids. She
would pick up on something that had happened in the story
just before, and comment am discuss with them, like at
one time when a flower is left lying onsta ge. Another
1
scene would have her coming out with a big tower I d
constructed in four parts, in a big bag, and assemble it
with them. She thought it was a set of chairs, but in
varying times, depending on the audience, it would be
put together in the andience and taken back to the stage�
and then there was a grand opening of the tower, with
thousands of people - on slides proj'ected onto scrim and a starry night sky and little spotlights raking it.
,After the opening, the sl:ides would change, and this
great tower began to diminish in significance as the
, world in the sl:ides e:xpanded. A curtain rising from the
, bottom,as well, made the tower get smaller and smaller,
: till it was just a little flashing light in the night
sky. Then it disappeared into the universe.

complete.

Earlier that year I'd been to see Annie Heitmann in
Nymboida, in answer to her ad for puppeteers in
"Manipulation"• She and her boyfriend Chip wanted to
perform in ANGLER FISH BALLET, and they brought in a
fri!!nd of theirs, Florence - but I didn't meet her
until we were in Adelaide for the F estival.

Ye met as often as we could, and we set ourselves tasks
for each particular meeting, and we'd sta;y there until
we'd completed them - it was full-on. Then about two
weeks before Ye opened we changed the whole stocy-line
we felt it wasn't getting anywhere. We also split into'
specialised areas - I c oncentrated on set and design
and Tony and Joe did the performance.

The whole thing was very professional, very slick - but
it was '!8ry short. (About 20 mins.long) It sort of left .
the andience in mid-air, they d:idn•t know what it was
about. The style of the show was Big. We had two tonnes
of sand brought in and laid on the floor in a curved
shape, defining a large performance area. And a forest
of white strips. I had projectors right up the back of
the hall, and they projected over the whole space the
slides were like a medium. It was the first time i,d
worked with live actors as well as puppets and we
experimented with the actors intez-relat� with what
was 1:1kPpening with the slides. The story concerned a
warri�r who confronts �he Master of Illusion, who keeps
thr�wing these f�tashc situations at him to test hiip.,
try� to m�e h:un succumb to the illusion. It was quite
Zennish, quite EST. In one scene a river turns into a

a new direction. It seemed like before I was drunk with
11hat I was doing,and now I was much more aware of what I
vas setting out to do, and related to the audience more,

Ye had a week of rehearsals in Adelaide to get the show
together. I had the puppets,_ and the new slides, bu·h we
bad to start from scratch with the performing, because
I
the cast was new. I thought: "It s good to be here and to
have a show for the Festival, but I don't know how the
hell it's going to go."I wasn't cont'ident o But the
Rehoreks from Paperbag Puppet Theatre, and the staff at
Theatre 162 were vecy helpful. And the FestivaJ. gave �s
a rehearsal space right next to the theatre. Ye- sta;yed
rent-free in Annie's old house, too, so everything
slotted in - we were htcky.

Now I'm living in Melbourne, but I'm working on an idea
I got wa;y back in Umina. It's for a show called
"DREAMER". It' s a slow growing thing, I'm · waiting for
the right situation and the right people. I'm not one
for doing shows alone. I'm too aware of my own
imbalances, and I1d like everything to be balanced, to
be equally well done. Past experience has shown me that
one weak link in the chain undoes everything, it doesn't
matter how good everything else is. It's also a show
about the emotional side of me, I suppose, am that's a
bit confronting. It• s also in a social context, it looks
at a child, the unsatisfied child in us all, the marw
things from childhood which affect us deeply and w'!lich
we can't resolve until we're adults and start working
back. This child escapes into imagination.

.
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she made with Richard Rart, Aug/84.
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Where's the Puppeteer?S

aev

The following article is from VYTAL magazine,
thanks to their courtesy, and is the transcription
of an interview by Sue g alley ( edito r of above magazine)
with Maeve Vella, ex--editor of this magazine • So•••••
there you are, everything explained ••••••••••••••••••••

SG: How did it all start?
with dolls?

M.AEVE: Currently in movement,
no fixed address.
Contact via MANlPULATION.

I

+tE,LLo 'R£Ao£R.'5 ...

We intended to carry on 11/0rking for Parry during the \!/eek
Ho111ever, Parry sail/ the
and do our 0\1/n thing on 111eekends.
sho111, didn't like it and sacked everybody! So 11/e II/ere on
our o\1/n! I doubt that 11/e 111ould have had the guts to go
out on our 0\1/n 111ithout this impetus.
In effect he did
us a favour.

We thought that our future 111ith the restaurant II/as assured
because the 0111ner had said if Hansel & Gretel 111as a success
Fantasy come true!
he 111anted us to do an adult show.
But, unfortunately, this fairy godfather sold the restaurant
so the deal 111as off.

Have you always liked playing

MV: Oh yes. I've al\1/ays liked performing. When I II/as a
kid I used to organize my cousins and friends to do
backyard productions for anyone 11/e could coerce into
11/atching. Puppetry started 11/ith an ad in the paper I
At this point 111e decided to try to make a go of it as a
I'd been a school teach.er - humanities
ans\1/ered in 1977.
We already had a registered business name
company any111ay.
for 2nd form boys at a Tech - I II/as hopeless. I 111as a
nice person as a teacher but there II/as chaos in the classroom. because 111e had needed one for the restaurant contract (111e
111ere mostly members of Equity too).
I had al\1/ays been interested in theatre but it seemed beyond
next big break came from the Drama Resource Centre
Our
The ad asked for a children's
my reach as a career.
entertainer "no experience necessary, II/ill train" - it turned (I hope that's right, I'm not sure about my time scales).
There 111as a project on integrated arts going on - puppetry
out to be the Parry Marshall Puppet Theatre. I had no
seen as an ideal model to shOI!/ the -interaction of
111as
theatre training but having been a teacher at least I 11/asn't
shy about standing up in front of kids. Thus I didn't choose various art forms. We were asked to "do
to become a puppeteer, I became one.

In a way, 11/Prking 111ith Parry Marshall Puppet Theatre II/as a
sort of classical training - the 111ork 111as centred around
Punch & Judy. I learnt about manipulation of glove
,puppets but got no voice experience because we 11/orked l!lith
tapes. I learnt about the touring life and putting up and
taking down a set, that goes with puppetry.
I 11/orked six months for Parry, with five others (Ken Evans,
Christine Woodcock, Helen Rickards, Andre\!/ Hansen and
Peter J. Wilson); things started to go bad - there were
not enough bookings coming in to pay six of· us a decent
wage. We began to get discontented. We fantasised about
forming our 01!/n canpany. The opportunity came up to do
a sho111 on Sundays. Again it was an ad in the paper.
Where 111ould I be wtthout 'The Age'?
The ad asked for someone to create a puppet show for
family shows for a restaurant in Ha111thorn. The restaurant
0111ner wanted"Hansel & Gretel". Ho111 111e did it 111as up to us.
Whenever we 11/ent to negotiate 11/ith the guy we al111ays II/Ore
our brightest clothes and our most enthusiastic behaviour
and 111e bo111led him over 111ith our "youthful vigour" ( it was
five or six years ago!).
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\-le had a small budget - deliberately, �o h� ;ould � t;O�-�-
as opposed to others - I suppose 111e undercut them'
We put together a scenario that incorporated every puppet
style and gimmick we'd ever heard of.
The shOII/ had all sorts of puppets: one on the hand,glove
puppets, rod puppets, a black theatre scene, an actor
relating to the audience and a shado\1/ sequence.
We'd learnt all this from books and from seeing other sho111s.
We constructed everything in a room in Ken Evans' house.
It quickly spread to the II/hole house - a bit inconvenient
for the other residents.
We 111anted to get a\1/ay from the restrictions of the small
booth that 111e'd been limited to 11/ith Parry.
\-le made a
frame111ork that II/as like a large booth - the size of a
double bed - waist high and curtained, and 111e 111orked
crouching do\1/n 111ith the puppets held over our heads.
We also used a taped soundtrack 111ith dialogue 111e recorded
ourselves, and music graciously recorded for us by Uncle
Bob's band (friends of Christine). The main strength of
the sh0111 111as the music - nice boppy, modern stuff.

IS

All we had in repertoire was Hansel & Gretel but t,is 111as
a complex show and not appropriate as a puppetry demo in
a 11/orkshop situation.
We took along the H&G puppets and
we did a simplified version without set, moving amongst
the kids with the puppets and with our faces in view.
We got the kids to participate as trees or holding the
various lo�ly _£omponents·Qf thitg�ngerbread house.
This 111as very successful and 111e realized that it 111as
possible to perform puppet theatre 111ith only a fe111 basic
elements. We started forming theories that 111hat 111as
basic to puppetry was the believability to the puppet
itself. It 111as not necessary to have all the accoutre
ments of lighting, sets, booth etc; it 111as not even
necessary to hide the puppeteers.
So, again, this 111as circumstances leading us to discover
something ne111. We also realized that what 111e had on our
hands 111as something 111e could easily tour - i.e. 111ith little
effort and no van.
We rented a studio and started getting the odd booking for
the simplified version of H&G. We needed a place of our
0111n for a 111orkshop - taking over somebody's house 111as
obviously not on. For a fe111 months 11/e rented t1110 rooms
in a dilapidated house in a dingy lane in Richmond.
It 111as the full bit - poverty and degradation, no po111er
points in. the rooms so 11/e had to run leads to the back
of the hl>use. Hundreds of plugs running off the one
point. Out the back II/as a fello111 who dyed buttons.
Nice fello\1/ but his chemicals stank. And next door a
bottle yard where they smashed bottles all day long.
Fortunately we soon found a real studio (it had been
a photographer's studio) in Gertrude Street, 111here
Handspan still reside.
One of the most embarrassing experiences of our early
Handspan years 111as the "Poppa's Pizza Parlour Sho111".
We secured a contract to do sh0111s on 11/eekends for small
children. We had a four-II/eek production period to get
the II/hole thing made and rehearsed. By this time 11/e'd
got a bit cocky, We thought that all 111e had to do 111as
construct the puppets and 11/e 111ould be able to improvise
a show 11/ith them. We tried but it II/as disastrous.

The first sho111 111as the most ewharrassing experience of my
life and after it I can remember that night lying rigid
in bed on my back 111ith tears streaming out of my eyes into
We had situations for the puppets but no dialogue
my ears.
written or rehearsed, so there 111as lots of silly 111affle.
We may have been traumatized but the management kept us on
for· months.

I 111ent overseas (most of '79) thinking that I 111ould be
atile to get a j�b 111ith a European puppet company;
Presumably the show got b�tter?
SG:
couldn't, but I did see lots of puppet theatre so it was
Um - a little!
Mostly six year old kids came along
MV:
educational. On my return to Austra lia I was extremely
for birthday parties and they 111ould run around this big
bored. I didn't knoll/ II/hat to do with myself. I II/anted
barn of a pizza parlour - screaming and getting sticky with
a change. I began to think about 11/riting a book about
ice cream, so it didn't matter much �hat we sajd as long as
Australian puppeteers but I didn't. I started a magazine
they could see puppets moving. The money from this booking
instead - seemed less daunting. That II/as Manipulation.
really started us off; it paid for the studio rent and the
Manipulation came about yet again through circumstances.
phone 11/hich enabled us to get school bookings for H�G.
In mid 1980, some of us formed the Melbourne Puppeteers
From this experience 111e learn;ietfe importance of rehearsal.
Co-op; it Illas meant to be a lively, vibrant organization
The next big .break II/as in '7b. �-The de Paul Community Health but it died after a couple of months. We had a fell/ good
Centre around the corner in Fitzroy approached us (circum
meetings, but nobody could keep up the commitment.
stances again) to do a sho111 about the prevention of dental
Holl/ever, 111e started a ne111sletter 11/hich I eagerly took on.
decay. They told us the ideas they 111anted to get across,
After the co-op folded I decided to turn the ne\1/sletter
11/hich 111ere: a positive image of the dentist; explaining
into a real magazine 111ith photographs and send it to as
regular
advocating
and
teech,
your
11/hich foods II/ere good for
many puppeteers in Australia as possible.
brushing and checkups. They gave us $150 and data about
teeth and the rest 111as up to us.
The first issue came out in December 1980. The response II/as
over\1/helming; lots· 'of people sent in subscriptions anq the
We decided to use comic strip-type heroes as something that
It still is.
thing 111as off and running.
11/0uld appeal to the kids and we also 111anted an actor as a
dentist to bridge the gap bet111een puppets and humans and
II/anted to have some kind of active participation for the
Circumstances decided me to go back to performing.
audience. Ken and Helen 111ere responsible for the design
In December 1980 I got a letter from the Marionette Theatre
and construction of the set. Christine and I made the
of Australia, asking if I 111as available to start 111ork in
puppets. This 111as the first time 111e'd made a conscious
division of labour. We had set ourselves up as a collective t1110 weeks time on "The Magic Pudding". I jumped at it
because it meant full time wages (for a couple of months at
to share all the tasks but, gradually, a natural specializ
touring to other parts of Australia and a chance to
least),
worked.
It
ation occurred and 11/e 11/ent 111ith the flo111.
be directed (something I had never had before). I didn't
The shall/ 111as fun to do, the kids enjoyed it and 111e got lots
think much of the shall/ - it II/as like a giant TV screen of bookings. I was and still am, very proud of this shall/.
passive audiences in large proscen_ium arch theatres .and
It seemed to have everything, including a clear and useful
soundtrack. All this meant no possibility for inter
taped
to
because
needed
badly
we
message. This II/as something
action with the audience and puppeteers hidden behind 6'
continue doing fairytales 11/ould have been ideologically
limiting yet 11/e couldn't do overtly political theatre because screens. I came to view the "Pudding" as a crash course
in rod puppet manipulation. When you're 11/orking to a tape
11/e all had very differing political vie\1/s. The health
the only creative outlet you have is in the movement of the
sho111
The
of.
value
the
see
all
message was one 111e could
• puppets, so you put all your energy into inventing and
111as a buzz,technically,too - dialogue 111as live, 111e had
perf�cting expressive gestures. I worked 111ith the Pudding
a booth but the booth 111as itself a puppet - it 111as a
on arid off for eighteeen months doing one and t\1/o month
giant mouth. The sho111 II/as called, succinctly, "The Mouth
seasons in different parts of the country. In bet111een tours
Sho111 11 • Some of the action took place inside ·the mouth,
supported myself on the dole and by 111aitressing.
I
at other times puppets and the_ dentist 111ould move through
II got tired of the Pudding and for the next t1110 years I
the audience. \,Je felt it 111as imµort"ant in audience parti
:oncentrated on producing Manipulation and did the occasionnl
cipation for the children to actually handle objects, not
rv commercial 11/ith puppets. I II/as the puppeteer behind the
just call out responses. \·/e had a giant carrot and a 4'
toothbrush, and at times 111hen the teeth inside the mouth
were in trouble, the kids at the back II/ere given these
WHERE:: -rnr;; 6tJN�FooL l="ALOIDDLG
ond they 111ould pass them t.o the front to come to the
IS /\llAGvG Wl11� ,1-IA, PIJ-ODING?
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So, up until '79, my history in puppetry II/as bound up\1/ith
Handspan history. That year I left the company. I 111as
tired of schools' touring and I 111as tired of the constant
a collective.
decision-making and responsibility of being in-----------·--The specifie impetus to leave came from a personal falling
out 111ith the rest of the company, 111hich ivould have all
blo111n over except that I II/anted to retreat to being an
employee - I 111anted to work for someone, not myself, and
I wanted fresh input and a chance to learn.

· --
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Cont...... }

Where's the Puppeteer?S

aev

The following article is from VYTAL magazine,
thanks to their courtesy, and is the transcription
of an interview by Sue g alley ( edito r of above magazine)
with Maeve Vella, ex--editor of this magazine • So•••••
there you are, everything explained ••••••••••••••••••••

SG: How did it all start?
with dolls?

M.AEVE: Currently in movement,
no fixed address.
Contact via MANlPULATION.

I
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We intended to carry on 11/0rking for Parry during the \!/eek
Ho111ever, Parry sail/ the
and do our 0\1/n thing on 111eekends.
sho111, didn't like it and sacked everybody! So 11/e II/ere on
our o\1/n! I doubt that 11/e 111ould have had the guts to go
out on our 0\1/n 111ithout this impetus.
In effect he did
us a favour.

We thought that our future 111ith the restaurant II/as assured
because the 0111ner had said if Hansel & Gretel 111as a success
Fantasy come true!
he 111anted us to do an adult show.
But, unfortunately, this fairy godfather sold the restaurant
so the deal 111as off.

Have you always liked playing

MV: Oh yes. I've al\1/ays liked performing. When I II/as a
kid I used to organize my cousins and friends to do
backyard productions for anyone 11/e could coerce into
11/atching. Puppetry started 11/ith an ad in the paper I
At this point 111e decided to try to make a go of it as a
I'd been a school teach.er - humanities
ans\1/ered in 1977.
We already had a registered business name
company any111ay.
for 2nd form boys at a Tech - I II/as hopeless. I 111as a
nice person as a teacher but there II/as chaos in the classroom. because 111e had needed one for the restaurant contract (111e
111ere mostly members of Equity too).
I had al\1/ays been interested in theatre but it seemed beyond
next big break came from the Drama Resource Centre
Our
The ad asked for a children's
my reach as a career.
entertainer "no experience necessary, II/ill train" - it turned (I hope that's right, I'm not sure about my time scales).
There 111as a project on integrated arts going on - puppetry
out to be the Parry Marshall Puppet Theatre. I had no
seen as an ideal model to shOI!/ the -interaction of
111as
theatre training but having been a teacher at least I 11/asn't
shy about standing up in front of kids. Thus I didn't choose various art forms. We were asked to "do
to become a puppeteer, I became one.

In a way, 11/Prking 111ith Parry Marshall Puppet Theatre II/as a
sort of classical training - the 111ork 111as centred around
Punch & Judy. I learnt about manipulation of glove
,puppets but got no voice experience because we 11/orked l!lith
tapes. I learnt about the touring life and putting up and
taking down a set, that goes with puppetry.
I 11/orked six months for Parry, with five others (Ken Evans,
Christine Woodcock, Helen Rickards, Andre\!/ Hansen and
Peter J. Wilson); things started to go bad - there were
not enough bookings coming in to pay six of· us a decent
wage. We began to get discontented. We fantasised about
forming our 01!/n canpany. The opportunity came up to do
a sho111 on Sundays. Again it was an ad in the paper.
Where 111ould I be wtthout 'The Age'?
The ad asked for someone to create a puppet show for
family shows for a restaurant in Ha111thorn. The restaurant
0111ner wanted"Hansel & Gretel". Ho111 111e did it 111as up to us.
Whenever we 11/ent to negotiate 11/ith the guy we al111ays II/Ore
our brightest clothes and our most enthusiastic behaviour
and 111e bo111led him over 111ith our "youthful vigour" ( it was
five or six years ago!).
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\-le had a small budget - deliberately, �o h� ;ould � t;O�-�-
as opposed to others - I suppose 111e undercut them'
We put together a scenario that incorporated every puppet
style and gimmick we'd ever heard of.
The shOII/ had all sorts of puppets: one on the hand,glove
puppets, rod puppets, a black theatre scene, an actor
relating to the audience and a shado\1/ sequence.
We'd learnt all this from books and from seeing other sho111s.
We constructed everything in a room in Ken Evans' house.
It quickly spread to the II/hole house - a bit inconvenient
for the other residents.
We 111anted to get a\1/ay from the restrictions of the small
booth that 111e'd been limited to 11/ith Parry.
\-le made a
frame111ork that II/as like a large booth - the size of a
double bed - waist high and curtained, and 111e 111orked
crouching do\1/n 111ith the puppets held over our heads.
We also used a taped soundtrack 111ith dialogue 111e recorded
ourselves, and music graciously recorded for us by Uncle
Bob's band (friends of Christine). The main strength of
the sh0111 111as the music - nice boppy, modern stuff.

IS

All we had in repertoire was Hansel & Gretel but t,is 111as
a complex show and not appropriate as a puppetry demo in
a 11/orkshop situation.
We took along the H&G puppets and
we did a simplified version without set, moving amongst
the kids with the puppets and with our faces in view.
We got the kids to participate as trees or holding the
various lo�ly _£omponents·Qf thitg�ngerbread house.
This 111as very successful and 111e realized that it 111as
possible to perform puppet theatre 111ith only a fe111 basic
elements. We started forming theories that 111hat 111as
basic to puppetry was the believability to the puppet
itself. It 111as not necessary to have all the accoutre
ments of lighting, sets, booth etc; it 111as not even
necessary to hide the puppeteers.
So, again, this 111as circumstances leading us to discover
something ne111. We also realized that what 111e had on our
hands 111as something 111e could easily tour - i.e. 111ith little
effort and no van.
We rented a studio and started getting the odd booking for
the simplified version of H&G. We needed a place of our
0111n for a 111orkshop - taking over somebody's house 111as
obviously not on. For a fe111 months 11/e rented t1110 rooms
in a dilapidated house in a dingy lane in Richmond.
It 111as the full bit - poverty and degradation, no po111er
points in. the rooms so 11/e had to run leads to the back
of the hl>use. Hundreds of plugs running off the one
point. Out the back II/as a fello111 who dyed buttons.
Nice fello\1/ but his chemicals stank. And next door a
bottle yard where they smashed bottles all day long.
Fortunately we soon found a real studio (it had been
a photographer's studio) in Gertrude Street, 111here
Handspan still reside.
One of the most embarrassing experiences of our early
Handspan years 111as the "Poppa's Pizza Parlour Sho111".
We secured a contract to do sh0111s on 11/eekends for small
children. We had a four-II/eek production period to get
the II/hole thing made and rehearsed. By this time 11/e'd
got a bit cocky, We thought that all 111e had to do 111as
construct the puppets and 11/e 111ould be able to improvise
a show 11/ith them. We tried but it II/as disastrous.

The first sho111 111as the most ewharrassing experience of my
life and after it I can remember that night lying rigid
in bed on my back 111ith tears streaming out of my eyes into
We had situations for the puppets but no dialogue
my ears.
written or rehearsed, so there 111as lots of silly 111affle.
We may have been traumatized but the management kept us on
for· months.

I 111ent overseas (most of '79) thinking that I 111ould be
atile to get a j�b 111ith a European puppet company;
Presumably the show got b�tter?
SG:
couldn't, but I did see lots of puppet theatre so it was
Um - a little!
Mostly six year old kids came along
MV:
educational. On my return to Austra lia I was extremely
for birthday parties and they 111ould run around this big
bored. I didn't knoll/ II/hat to do with myself. I II/anted
barn of a pizza parlour - screaming and getting sticky with
a change. I began to think about 11/riting a book about
ice cream, so it didn't matter much �hat we sajd as long as
Australian puppeteers but I didn't. I started a magazine
they could see puppets moving. The money from this booking
instead - seemed less daunting. That II/as Manipulation.
really started us off; it paid for the studio rent and the
Manipulation came about yet again through circumstances.
phone 11/hich enabled us to get school bookings for H�G.
In mid 1980, some of us formed the Melbourne Puppeteers
From this experience 111e learn;ietfe importance of rehearsal.
Co-op; it Illas meant to be a lively, vibrant organization
The next big .break II/as in '7b. �-The de Paul Community Health but it died after a couple of months. We had a fell/ good
Centre around the corner in Fitzroy approached us (circum
meetings, but nobody could keep up the commitment.
stances again) to do a sho111 about the prevention of dental
Holl/ever, 111e started a ne111sletter 11/hich I eagerly took on.
decay. They told us the ideas they 111anted to get across,
After the co-op folded I decided to turn the ne\1/sletter
11/hich 111ere: a positive image of the dentist; explaining
into a real magazine 111ith photographs and send it to as
regular
advocating
and
teech,
your
11/hich foods II/ere good for
many puppeteers in Australia as possible.
brushing and checkups. They gave us $150 and data about
teeth and the rest 111as up to us.
The first issue came out in December 1980. The response II/as
over\1/helming; lots· 'of people sent in subscriptions anq the
We decided to use comic strip-type heroes as something that
It still is.
thing 111as off and running.
11/0uld appeal to the kids and we also 111anted an actor as a
dentist to bridge the gap bet111een puppets and humans and
II/anted to have some kind of active participation for the
Circumstances decided me to go back to performing.
audience. Ken and Helen 111ere responsible for the design
In December 1980 I got a letter from the Marionette Theatre
and construction of the set. Christine and I made the
of Australia, asking if I 111as available to start 111ork in
puppets. This 111as the first time 111e'd made a conscious
division of labour. We had set ourselves up as a collective t1110 weeks time on "The Magic Pudding". I jumped at it
because it meant full time wages (for a couple of months at
to share all the tasks but, gradually, a natural specializ
touring to other parts of Australia and a chance to
least),
worked.
It
ation occurred and 11/e 11/ent 111ith the flo111.
be directed (something I had never had before). I didn't
The shall/ 111as fun to do, the kids enjoyed it and 111e got lots
think much of the shall/ - it II/as like a giant TV screen of bookings. I was and still am, very proud of this shall/.
passive audiences in large proscen_ium arch theatres .and
It seemed to have everything, including a clear and useful
soundtrack. All this meant no possibility for inter
taped
to
because
needed
badly
we
message. This II/as something
action with the audience and puppeteers hidden behind 6'
continue doing fairytales 11/ould have been ideologically
limiting yet 11/e couldn't do overtly political theatre because screens. I came to view the "Pudding" as a crash course
in rod puppet manipulation. When you're 11/orking to a tape
11/e all had very differing political vie\1/s. The health
the only creative outlet you have is in the movement of the
sho111
The
of.
value
the
see
all
message was one 111e could
• puppets, so you put all your energy into inventing and
111as a buzz,technically,too - dialogue 111as live, 111e had
perf�cting expressive gestures. I worked 111ith the Pudding
a booth but the booth 111as itself a puppet - it 111as a
on arid off for eighteeen months doing one and t\1/o month
giant mouth. The sho111 II/as called, succinctly, "The Mouth
seasons in different parts of the country. In bet111een tours
Sho111 11 • Some of the action took place inside ·the mouth,
supported myself on the dole and by 111aitressing.
I
at other times puppets and the_ dentist 111ould move through
II got tired of the Pudding and for the next t1110 years I
the audience. \,Je felt it 111as imµort"ant in audience parti
:oncentrated on producing Manipulation and did the occasionnl
cipation for the children to actually handle objects, not
rv commercial 11/ith puppets. I II/as the puppeteer behind the
just call out responses. \·/e had a giant carrot and a 4'
toothbrush, and at times 111hen the teeth inside the mouth
were in trouble, the kids at the back II/ere given these
WHERE:: -rnr;; 6tJN�FooL l="ALOIDDLG
ond they 111ould pass them t.o the front to come to the
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So, up until '79, my history in puppetry II/as bound up\1/ith
Handspan history. That year I left the company. I 111as
tired of schools' touring and I 111as tired of the constant
a collective.
decision-making and responsibility of being in-----------·--The specifie impetus to leave came from a personal falling
out 111ith the rest of the company, 111hich ivould have all
blo111n over except that I II/anted to retreat to being an
employee - I 111anted to work for someone, not myself, and
I wanted fresh input and a chance to learn.
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fuckerbag bag. It 11,as interesting to learn about TV tech
SG: Where do you see puppetry• s place in theatre?
,,iques but I am not proud of the 111ork I did. The cre111 was
MV: Puppetry is not nectsssarily better or II/Ors•.' than
I had to 111ork with
1ic.-e but the conditiorn; were difficult.
o�her performing art forms. It is seen generally as a
ny body a111k111ardly contorted under tables and chairs. The
minor art form, suitable only for children but that is
thing would have 111orked better if I could have operated the
·changing as more entrepr�neurs have the courage to book
puppet standing up and been chromakeyed out.
adult sho111s. Eventually it 111ill be seen for what it is
�t the beginning of '83 I decided that nothing would be nicer - another medium alongside dance, mime, acting etc, that
than to get back to full time live performance so I joined
has _its 0111n strengths and aptitudes. Its direct appeal
Roy McNeil in Jika Jika. I found that my old dislike of
lies in its limitless capacity for fantasy - fantasy
schools' touring had left me and I began to really enjoy
that is beautiful or black fantasy that is serious or
performing to kids because they are so outgoing and don't
light.
hesitate to tell you what they think. I like the shows
SG: Going back to schools as a former teacher - what
that Roy writes particularly because they involve a lot
surprises have you come across?
of active audience participation and because there!s
always opportunities to interact and ad lib with kids
MV: We are always booked by the drama teacher or a
during the show, Though the shows are scripted there
general studies teacher - never seen as a co-op venture
are many moments where anything can-happen and I like the
between, say, art and drama departments. This is strange
slight whiff of danger and excitement! Also, the shows
because i_t seems that puppetry is an ideal medium for
require me to act as 111ell as operate puppets. I 111ould
co-operation between departments. I had expected this
never give up puppetry for acting but I like the added
sort of co-operation to be common in secondary schools.
dimension.
Teachers seem to be still jealously guarding their 0111n
departments, their rooms, their materials, their cupboards,
SG: What about that book?
their kids! Mostly 111e are booked by drama teachers for
puppet-making workshops and that means that the facilities
MV: I did get to write that book. Helen Rickards had the
of the art department are not necessarily at their disposal.
same desire and we decided to team up. We intend to have
This is such a pity!
it out by the end of this year - that's another article . re...eMbet: \ . . ,I)<
it's called Theatre Of The Impossible.
:;'i�
<;
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SG: What about the future?
<:iie•"'·, �'cyilllt:f� "I'.�.
MV: The future - what I really would like is a permanent
SG: Do you have leisure time as such or is work/leisure
�venue for children's puppet shows and perform there every
bound inextricably together?
Saturday with a kind of kids' soapie - a set of characters
MV: They used to be. I started up Manipulation as a
that acted out ne111 stories each week. I've come to
leisure time activity. "The first issue I ·produced simply
di,slike the hassle and hustle of creating a whole ne111
because I 111as enthralled with graphic design and layout
production - I like the idea of extending the same
and learning about printing techniques. Having produced
characters,slipping in new situations each week as I
one issue meant that I had to keep going. for two years
think of them and just creating the odd new puppet or
I produced one issue every two months, and I found that
set as required. I also like the idea of having a
I was having no leisure time at all.· I found that I
regular audience following. The same kids turning up
could think and converse lucidly about puppetry and very
each week.
little else. It's ghastly to become obsessed and before
SG: What is it about puppetry that keeps you working
I had a nervous breakdown, I decided to halve the number
in it?
of issues per year and produce.them only when I felt good
and ready. Manipulation became an "irregular publication".
MV: The combination of different skills appeals to me;
This has taken the pressure"off considerably. Now I go
the making and design of puppets which is sculpture, and
out and see bands and dance to rock'n'roll and I'm a better
the performing I just love.
person for "it! I've even got time for sex, drink and drugs•

SG: What about scripting?

I'm hopeless at that.

Your training has been of an ad hoc nature.
you rather that it had been formal?

Would

MV: I support the idea of providing formal opportunities
for training in puppetry, e.g. NIDA, VCA, should offer drama
students ·the opportunity to sample and/or specialize ·in
puppetry; nevertheless, I don't feel that my own ad hoc
training and experience has put me at a disadvantage or
has been inadequate except, possibly, in the area of voici•
production, where I feel I have more to learn.
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director Bill: - '' I' 11 buy that!
puppet in hand waiting for the affirmative voice cf
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SG: Do you make a reasonable living as a puppeteer?
MV: I don't get rich being a puppeteer but I make better
than the dole, pulling in $100 a week. I supplement this
by waitressing one night a week. I live cheaply because
I don't have a car or a phone or a mortgage and I don't
have a family to support. I'm not terribly worried about
the future because the pension will feed me when I can no
longer work and I'll probably write up my memoirs, so that
will keep me creative when my hands no longer work.
That's about all the thought I've given to my old age
and I think that's enough anyway.

A scene from Maeves• latest one-woman show, a somewhat lurid episode jn a highly suspect rP.st i;.urant. 'l'he puppets are real
friut and vegetables and also include a stripper carved from a piece of uncooked steak. It is an intimate production, on the
top of a table, all the vegetables and fruit operated directly (look, ,no strings or rods!) and with Maeve si.tting at the table
in full view, narrating, manipulating, characterising and pla;y-ing a role herself. A very- clever production with lots of sp•,rk
c.
and ingenious simplicity. By the wa;v, the show is ca.rried around and emerges from an esky· ofeourse. 1\-M-.
,,,,,,
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was a little wiser in their knowledge of puppetry and how
Needless to say, by the end of ten weeks filming everyone
fantasy where anything can happen. Watch out for this series!
its not just for kids but the opening to a. world of
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by Clelia Tedeschi.

fuckerbag bag. It 11,as interesting to learn about TV tech
SG: Where do you see puppetry• s place in theatre?
,,iques but I am not proud of the 111ork I did. The cre111 was
MV: Puppetry is not nectsssarily better or II/Ors•.' than
I had to 111ork with
1ic.-e but the conditiorn; were difficult.
o�her performing art forms. It is seen generally as a
ny body a111k111ardly contorted under tables and chairs. The
minor art form, suitable only for children but that is
thing would have 111orked better if I could have operated the
·changing as more entrepr�neurs have the courage to book
puppet standing up and been chromakeyed out.
adult sho111s. Eventually it 111ill be seen for what it is
�t the beginning of '83 I decided that nothing would be nicer - another medium alongside dance, mime, acting etc, that
than to get back to full time live performance so I joined
has _its 0111n strengths and aptitudes. Its direct appeal
Roy McNeil in Jika Jika. I found that my old dislike of
lies in its limitless capacity for fantasy - fantasy
schools' touring had left me and I began to really enjoy
that is beautiful or black fantasy that is serious or
performing to kids because they are so outgoing and don't
light.
hesitate to tell you what they think. I like the shows
SG: Going back to schools as a former teacher - what
that Roy writes particularly because they involve a lot
surprises have you come across?
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during the show, Though the shows are scripted there
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sort of co-operation to be common in secondary schools.
dimension.
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their kids! Mostly 111e are booked by drama teachers for
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MV: I did get to write that book. Helen Rickards had the
of the art department are not necessarily at their disposal.
same desire and we decided to team up. We intend to have
This is such a pity!
it out by the end of this year - that's another article . re...eMbet: \ . . ,I)<
it's called Theatre Of The Impossible.
:;'i�
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Uo_yd Noble of SPARE PARTS' production.

Oscar li'ilde 1 s famous short story, "The Happy Prince", is a fine combinE.t
ion cf pathos and satire. ]qrical and economical, biting and se.d,
Ye hitve t'IIO principa1s, the Statue of The Happy Prince, who saw on1y the
finer side of lif'e till taking up his new position on a pedastal; and the
Sllal.low, heading _south for a southern summer. Out of a new-found ccmpassion,
the Prince denwies and blinds hbtself, giving to the poor his precious adorn
ments of' 1'11.by (from his 81i0rd), sapphires (his eyes), end gold leaf' finnish.
The Swallow, from his o,m sense of sympathy, helps with this redistribution of
wea1th, is caught by t:t.e winter and freezes to death. Both end up on the civic
scrap-heap, scorr,ed a.nd fcrgotter.. Then God supplies the punchline, ca1ling
them the most precious things in the city, notwithstanding high a.nd lov born
e.nd city fathers.
Vil.de gives us, in a few pages, an inexorable progreseicn towros self dest1'1lction, born out of selflessness in the fe.ce of self-interest. It's a
brief and del:f8}ltful story and a fir,e morality tal.e, deservi:ng its good reput
ation.

MISSING THE POm.
This adaption misses the eseemie of the story, replacing sympathy, satire,
compassion and selflessness with ineffective slapstick, an e.bsence cf dramatic
tension, and t'IIO principals who don't win our sympathy.
Each type of puppet of course has its uses. Logioa.lly, the choice of type i
is governed by dramatic requirements. On this occasion, on an open stage, we
have a fascinating arra:y, though with variety sometbtes seeming to be an end
in itself.
There were projections (migrating birds and windovs to peek at the pcor
through) which looked good a.nd general'.cy worked well, apart from some missed
black-out cues. Screens and light flats gave us visions of farawey places
(in this case, Egypt). There was a quite bea:utiful snowfall.
The 110rk:ing class was represented by one-person bunraku (bur.rakettes?) and 1
those wnderful Japanese trolleys we saw used so well in Hobart. Unfortunately,
manipulation of both types Yas marred at times by fumbled handling of props
and a peculiar loping gait. The trolley trundled and bumped its wey over cracks
and cables on stage without appearing to justify its preseDCe, other than as a
novelty.
The upper class were suit puppets, about twice the height of' the workers,
with huge barrelish heads, giving l:lmited body movements. Their resulting
gait and l:.and movements were both distinctive a.nd interesting.
There were el.so birds on poles and a puppeteer unfairly pressed_ into service
as sn actor.

I
A CRIT BY LIDYD H NOBLE.
THE HAPPY PRmCE at The Space, Adelaide
F_estival Centre, August 1984.
Performed and produced by SPJ.RE PARTS

PUPPET THEATRE.

Adapted and directed by Peter Yilson.
Designed by Alan Murphy.
Music by Gordon Inglis a.nd Don Key.
Songs by Cathryn Robinson.
Puppeteers: Niro
Noriko Nishimoto, Ian Tregonnillg, Peter
Yilson, Kerry o•connell, Jackie Hood,
Cathryn Ashton.
Spare Parts Pu.ppet Theatre gratei'Ully
acknowledges support from the Yestern
Australian Arts Council, a statutory
authority of the Government
of lfestern Austrsl.ia; the Theatre Board
of the Australia Council; the Common
wealth Employment Programme and the
Fremantle City Council.
Spare Parts Puppet Theatre's residency
· in South Australia is supported by the
Youth Performing Arts Co'lllJCil, Arts
. Council of South Australia, and the
South Australian Education Depsrbnento
SP.I.RE PAR1'S are currently touring in
South Australia and after performing
in Ad.elaide, will present three week
programs of performEI1Ces elld wrkshops
for communities, teachers and students.
"TEE EAPF1 PRINCE'' is their com1111.mity
show.

According to the programme; "we have retained the Victorian flavour of
Oscar Wilde's story in the visua1 sense ••• "• This is so to the erlent that the
110rkers had flower �askets and Andy Caps, while the upper class appeared to b'
on their Ya.Y to Ascot. But this is dressing up not theatre design. Puppetry
offers us the cha.mil of visual coherence and integrity of design, much more
readily than live theatre. The opportunity lies begging. Unfortunately in this
production there is, no visua1 coherence. The upper class and the constable
(not working class �imself ?) were designed as caricatures and initia1ly had
considerable presenbe. No neck, exaggerated nose, heavily-coloured face-lines.
The worlrers, howerver, were quite different. Heads were abstract with high
cheekbones, hollowed cheeks, pale colours •••• good ideas, but only half devel�
oped. Had the flow of line a.nd surface been followed through, the workers
could well have been very attractive puppets, gaunt aJld striking. But as for
relating to the upper class design, they might as well have come from a diff
erent production.
Yatch:i.Dg these two classes on stage, we could easily have assumed also that
they were the cent�e of the story. Certainly they had the most business aJld
most presence. Yha;b, then of the principals? Despite the possibilities of some,
exciting puppetry ('11 ••• what an actor ca.n•t do as wll••• "), the statue retm:i.n
ed a statue; an urrl;ntersting carving of a decidedly non-happy chap bearing no·
visual relation to upper class or worker. Even more disconcerting was the mea,ns
of enlivening this petrified soul. When the Prince spake a light came on in
side him (gauze che_st) 'Where his heart would be, to reveal. another he§d, ·a1so
static and of yet another style. No cchereDCe and less logic.
The Swallow came to us in three forms. First as white projections which
worked well. Then suddenly a yoUIJg man walked on in coe.t-tails (swallow tails?)
dumped his suitcase marked •Egypt or bust•, and gives every iildicai;ion oi'
be:i.Dg a s:f8}lt gag. Is this a creature capable of loving unto death? lib.en he
dies, by simply walking perfunctorily off stage in low light, we're left with
a bro,m feathered lump resembling neither the projections nor the actor in
colour or form.
The devices for speech were interesting, but again
confused. The Prince and Swallow delivered their auth
entic Yildean lines poorly and with u=erving Australian
vowels which only ma.de the speeches solllld more stilted.
(At no other time was there any suggestion that the story
had been Austra1ianized).
The workers had a different style: half-formed mumtles
(sc •money' becomes 'unny•), but again pocrly produced
(to be effective, even a mumble should be done properly).
Nevertheless, this style could have worked well if' it had
sounded less tentative and under-rehearsed.
v111�)1Qr.
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The upper class hHd yet a third device - kazoo1c. Their
effect was lost by overuse. If the kazoo-speech was heav
ily cut, these large,grotesque puppets might regain some
cf the :impf.Ct they achieved on their first entry, (remin
iscei::t of the Old Folk in 11Mo1ma").
Also needing attention: the· repetitious circular
ceases, double takes, kicks and thumps with candle
snuffers. These sce�es added little to the development ,
were poorly chorecgraphed, sloppily executed and too
long. The aural confusion continue<l with the use of
pre-recorded songs to help ca:rcy the narrative. The tunes
were attractive aild wll arranged. The words also were
successful, in straightforward English ••• whether sung by
upper or workjng class. - the logic of this shifting
convention was never made clear, but the songs were a
welcome diversion.

VHAT VENT

WRONG?
Why did I watch the death and destruction of the
principals with such little involvement? Confused prod
uction elements don't count for anything.
First, the emphasis was on the classfolk, not the
principals. Tl::..e characterization of the Pl'ince was
non-existent; of the Swallow's, negative. Neither of
them attra.cted sympathy.
The process of self destruction. started too late (with
saphire eyes rather than ruby), hindering the necessary
build up of emotion.
The clumsy atterepts a.t clowning by the civic fa.thers
(replac:i.Dg Wilde's sharp satire) again failed to help
the development of the climax. Rather it detracted.
ilhen the fathers took down the statue, they fumbled
about, never supplying the essential counterpoint of
pompous callousness.
The story's dramatic device of melting down the statue
only to find such a heart indestructable, has·been

*

*

*

*

omitted ent.irely, thus leaving out the heart of the
story. While blind a.db.erence to a script can be folly,
so too can the ignoring of a plot that works because
it has been well thought out.
'WHERE TO FRCM HE:RE?
This production has some good moments, but they're
outweighed by basic errors of judgment.
Wilde's elements need to be rejnstatea if' the story is
to work at all; Prince and Swallow should be givei::
back their character, the heart should be returned.
.. * The c.·lowning .s.equences woµld more successfully app�
roach the original' s satire .if .they were trimmed b<>�k
considerably. The upper class dialogue needs even
grea.ter economy.
.
Speech ·devices should be reassessed em altered to
provide an internal logic. Though the production's
use of live voices is to be commend.Eid, the performers
generally need more voice training.
Visual design ·coherence would also be welcome, but
. the elements above, if' attei::.ded to, would take the
pressure off rebuilding half a show.

*

*

*

,So; we have confusion from the outset. The adaption
has cut out the essence of the tale and replaced it
with unsuccessful clowning. If the story had worked, the
confused look and sound of the production wouldn't have
mattered so. As it is, that confusion serves OI!ly to
highlight the overall deficiencies.in conception.
Certainly the writer can't.be blamed.
Nevertheless, it's a.n interesting production aild is
definitely worth seeing. No doubt other folk will have
other views to offer and Pm sure the pages of Manipulation
would be open to a bit of debate.
LIDYD · l10BLE.
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ion cf pathos and satire. ]qrical and economical, biting and se.d,
Ye hitve t'IIO principa1s, the Statue of The Happy Prince, who saw on1y the
finer side of lif'e till taking up his new position on a pedastal; and the
Sllal.low, heading _south for a southern summer. Out of a new-found ccmpassion,
the Prince denwies and blinds hbtself, giving to the poor his precious adorn
ments of' 1'11.by (from his 81i0rd), sapphires (his eyes), end gold leaf' finnish.
The Swallow, from his o,m sense of sympathy, helps with this redistribution of
wea1th, is caught by t:t.e winter and freezes to death. Both end up on the civic
scrap-heap, scorr,ed a.nd fcrgotter.. Then God supplies the punchline, ca1ling
them the most precious things in the city, notwithstanding high a.nd lov born
e.nd city fathers.
Vil.de gives us, in a few pages, an inexorable progreseicn towros self dest1'1lction, born out of selflessness in the fe.ce of self-interest. It's a
brief and del:f8}ltful story and a fir,e morality tal.e, deservi:ng its good reput
ation.

MISSING THE POm.
This adaption misses the eseemie of the story, replacing sympathy, satire,
compassion and selflessness with ineffective slapstick, an e.bsence cf dramatic
tension, and t'IIO principals who don't win our sympathy.
Each type of puppet of course has its uses. Logioa.lly, the choice of type i
is governed by dramatic requirements. On this occasion, on an open stage, we
have a fascinating arra:y, though with variety sometbtes seeming to be an end
in itself.
There were projections (migrating birds and windovs to peek at the pcor
through) which looked good a.nd general'.cy worked well, apart from some missed
black-out cues. Screens and light flats gave us visions of farawey places
(in this case, Egypt). There was a quite bea:utiful snowfall.
The 110rk:ing class was represented by one-person bunraku (bur.rakettes?) and 1
those wnderful Japanese trolleys we saw used so well in Hobart. Unfortunately,
manipulation of both types Yas marred at times by fumbled handling of props
and a peculiar loping gait. The trolley trundled and bumped its wey over cracks
and cables on stage without appearing to justify its preseDCe, other than as a
novelty.
The upper class were suit puppets, about twice the height of' the workers,
with huge barrelish heads, giving l:lmited body movements. Their resulting
gait and l:.and movements were both distinctive a.nd interesting.
There were el.so birds on poles and a puppeteer unfairly pressed_ into service
as sn actor.
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for communities, teachers and students.
"TEE EAPF1 PRINCE'' is their com1111.mity
show.

According to the programme; "we have retained the Victorian flavour of
Oscar Wilde's story in the visua1 sense ••• "• This is so to the erlent that the
110rkers had flower �askets and Andy Caps, while the upper class appeared to b'
on their Ya.Y to Ascot. But this is dressing up not theatre design. Puppetry
offers us the cha.mil of visual coherence and integrity of design, much more
readily than live theatre. The opportunity lies begging. Unfortunately in this
production there is, no visua1 coherence. The upper class and the constable
(not working class �imself ?) were designed as caricatures and initia1ly had
considerable presenbe. No neck, exaggerated nose, heavily-coloured face-lines.
The worlrers, howerver, were quite different. Heads were abstract with high
cheekbones, hollowed cheeks, pale colours •••• good ideas, but only half devel�
oped. Had the flow of line a.nd surface been followed through, the workers
could well have been very attractive puppets, gaunt aJld striking. But as for
relating to the upper class design, they might as well have come from a diff
erent production.
Yatch:i.Dg these two classes on stage, we could easily have assumed also that
they were the cent�e of the story. Certainly they had the most business aJld
most presence. Yha;b, then of the principals? Despite the possibilities of some,
exciting puppetry ('11 ••• what an actor ca.n•t do as wll••• "), the statue retm:i.n
ed a statue; an urrl;ntersting carving of a decidedly non-happy chap bearing no·
visual relation to upper class or worker. Even more disconcerting was the mea,ns
of enlivening this petrified soul. When the Prince spake a light came on in
side him (gauze che_st) 'Where his heart would be, to reveal. another he§d, ·a1so
static and of yet another style. No cchereDCe and less logic.
The Swallow came to us in three forms. First as white projections which
worked well. Then suddenly a yoUIJg man walked on in coe.t-tails (swallow tails?)
dumped his suitcase marked •Egypt or bust•, and gives every iildicai;ion oi'
be:i.Dg a s:f8}lt gag. Is this a creature capable of loving unto death? lib.en he
dies, by simply walking perfunctorily off stage in low light, we're left with
a bro,m feathered lump resembling neither the projections nor the actor in
colour or form.
The devices for speech were interesting, but again
confused. The Prince and Swallow delivered their auth
entic Yildean lines poorly and with u=erving Australian
vowels which only ma.de the speeches solllld more stilted.
(At no other time was there any suggestion that the story
had been Austra1ianized).
The workers had a different style: half-formed mumtles
(sc •money' becomes 'unny•), but again pocrly produced
(to be effective, even a mumble should be done properly).
Nevertheless, this style could have worked well if' it had
sounded less tentative and under-rehearsed.
v111�)1Qr.
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The upper class hHd yet a third device - kazoo1c. Their
effect was lost by overuse. If the kazoo-speech was heav
ily cut, these large,grotesque puppets might regain some
cf the :impf.Ct they achieved on their first entry, (remin
iscei::t of the Old Folk in 11Mo1ma").
Also needing attention: the· repetitious circular
ceases, double takes, kicks and thumps with candle
snuffers. These sce�es added little to the development ,
were poorly chorecgraphed, sloppily executed and too
long. The aural confusion continue<l with the use of
pre-recorded songs to help ca:rcy the narrative. The tunes
were attractive aild wll arranged. The words also were
successful, in straightforward English ••• whether sung by
upper or workjng class. - the logic of this shifting
convention was never made clear, but the songs were a
welcome diversion.

VHAT VENT

WRONG?
Why did I watch the death and destruction of the
principals with such little involvement? Confused prod
uction elements don't count for anything.
First, the emphasis was on the classfolk, not the
principals. Tl::..e characterization of the Pl'ince was
non-existent; of the Swallow's, negative. Neither of
them attra.cted sympathy.
The process of self destruction. started too late (with
saphire eyes rather than ruby), hindering the necessary
build up of emotion.
The clumsy atterepts a.t clowning by the civic fa.thers
(replac:i.Dg Wilde's sharp satire) again failed to help
the development of the climax. Rather it detracted.
ilhen the fathers took down the statue, they fumbled
about, never supplying the essential counterpoint of
pompous callousness.
The story's dramatic device of melting down the statue
only to find such a heart indestructable, has·been

*

*

*

*

omitted ent.irely, thus leaving out the heart of the
story. While blind a.db.erence to a script can be folly,
so too can the ignoring of a plot that works because
it has been well thought out.
'WHERE TO FRCM HE:RE?
This production has some good moments, but they're
outweighed by basic errors of judgment.
Wilde's elements need to be rejnstatea if' the story is
to work at all; Prince and Swallow should be givei::
back their character, the heart should be returned.
.. * The c.·lowning .s.equences woµld more successfully app�
roach the original' s satire .if .they were trimmed b<>�k
considerably. The upper class dialogue needs even
grea.ter economy.
.
Speech ·devices should be reassessed em altered to
provide an internal logic. Though the production's
use of live voices is to be commend.Eid, the performers
generally need more voice training.
Visual design ·coherence would also be welcome, but
. the elements above, if' attei::.ded to, would take the
pressure off rebuilding half a show.

*

*

*

,So; we have confusion from the outset. The adaption
has cut out the essence of the tale and replaced it
with unsuccessful clowning. If the story had worked, the
confused look and sound of the production wouldn't have
mattered so. As it is, that confusion serves OI!ly to
highlight the overall deficiencies.in conception.
Certainly the writer can't.be blamed.
Nevertheless, it's a.n interesting production aild is
definitely worth seeing. No doubt other folk will have
other views to offer and Pm sure the pages of Manipulation
would be open to a bit of debate.
LIDYD · l10BLE.
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A REVIEW:

company of puppet,
SA

.,
COMPAGNIE PI-I£L1PPE GENTY.
In australia, 1984 tour.
ROUND AS A CUBE.
This was the secon d time I had seen the Philippe Genty
Company, th e first be ing at the Sydney Opera house in
1979 and this time at the Victorian Arts Centre,
Melbourne. Both were strikingly e xpensive - mor e so the
latter ( even taking inflation into account ). If the
gap between th e rich and the poor in Australia is
wide ning, then veI1111!s such as these can hardly be seen
as making culture ac cessable to the general public.
My . first experie nce of Philippe Genty' s compSJlY lef t me
in awe at their technical skill but a bit flat on the
e motional side , a ve,gue sense of d issatisfaction. This
�s not how I left ROUND AS A CUBE however, but I was a
bit unhappy at the announced change in program after
interval, 'When "Deck Chairs" was replaced by
"M etamorphosis", it seemed then that only half th e
sho:w was new material. But as it turne d out this was a
bit of a blessing for me in some wa;vs as I �a1ly saw
t �ese performances in much more d epth than the first
tlllle.

COMPAGNIE PHILIPPE GENTY
1984 Austra1ia.n Tour.
Puppeteers'; Cathe rine Gof finet, Agnes Neel,
Alain Cleme nt, Patrick H enniquau.
Author &
Philippe Genty.
Director:
Choreography: Mary Genty.
Stage Manager: Ge orge s Fri.gent.
Ad.minstrator: Jofusy Hafner.
Ad.mini.strator: Musy Hafner.
Manufacturing: The 'Whole company.
Presented by: Ade laide F estiva1 Centre, Arts Council of
South Australia, Canberra Theatre Trust
Quee nsland Arts Council, Que ensla.nd Pe rtorming Arts Trnst, Sydney Ope ra House
Trust, Tasmanian The atre Compan.v,
Victorian Arts Ce ntre Trust, Victorian
Arts Council.
+f+-t+t+t+t+t
+t+-t+f+t+f+-t+ +t+
+f t+f f f f+fW;!;!;Wil;t;!;!;;!;!;..
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The "Pierrot" sketch had muc h more power for me, it was
ve ry strong and convincing, ther e was deep e motion in it.
The m�ionette remained al:l,ve and individua1 right up to
�e n the last string was cut and even more powerfully;
Just after, When it was a crumpled heap on the floor
having been a "living" thing just a few moments befo;-e '
- it was like watching someone die •
The puppeteer in this scene is Patrick Hen niquau who
worked as an actor before joining the company two y;ars
ago. He has this to say:
"It is best to have technique and feeling. But feeling
is the most �portant and the relatio nship developed
on stage is llllporta.n.t too because it is he (Pierrot)
'
·
me and the audien ce. n
� c haracteristic of the entire pe rformance was the
g:nius f or getting a striking, magi cal effect from very
Sllllple m ethods - they see med suc h obvious things to d o but
on� obtain b�e through an open, plizyful approac h with'
':
their creativity. One e x am ple is the sketch where a per
former has one arm be hind a puppet stage
with 'What seemed
to be his whitw gloved hand on th e pl0yboa:rd. The h and
comme nced to move further and further away from him giving
a convincing impressio n, via his reactions, that hi; arm
was growing and shrinking, sometimes at his whim and the
rest of the t:ime at its own 'Whim. The co-ordinatio n betwee n
::: :!�rmers was very good in this ske tc h and throughout
Another example is the beginn.;...,.,
......,, of "Me t amorpihosi"s".
The synchronisatio n between the recorded sounds, the images
and movements was exce llent, cre ating a total, indivisible
:ffec�. Shape s appeared, contorted and transformed in an
l.llogical but, I'..a.tural progression. A larg e ballon was used
to brilliant e ffect, it was the first living baJ.lo�n I've
_,....,.Jseen.

"The puppets are not an urge like it was. I feel
like I want to communioa.te more with peo ple. �e
performance ( "Round as a Cube") is a good ref lection
of this feeling - the newer c re ations are more
( Philippe Genty)
human. 11

There was a lot of goo d humour in the show but there
seemed to be a particular style of puppetry they adopted
which began to be a bit repetitious. Most of the puppets
seemed to have a similar selfconsciousness about themselve s
- they were re al in that they had a life and power of the ir
own, but the humour of a puppet d.isco vering it c an mo ve by
choic e and mostly otherwise-, that it has othe r curious
things attatched to itself 'Which sometime s chOO'.lge into a
soc ial mea.sure of its no nconformity, became a consiste nt
d evice. Not to .say it isn't a very good concept or style ,
it was really great the way it was d one, but it s e emed to
be the some starting point fo r a lot of the acts.

Philippe likes Austra1ia, find ing life here le ss
pre ssured than in Europe - he seys he can write and
prepare things more e asily. He f irst c ame to Australia
in the early sixties as part of a world study tour - by
car, with a f ew other pe ople . During the trip they made
a f ilm about puppetry for UNESCO .
."In Australi.8. we we nt into an area 'Whe re no one would
think you would go to do a show - Gerald ton, Kalgoorlie,
Alice Springs. Ye had no co ntract so we would just arrive
somewhe re and say:
'Do you want a puppet show?'
In the north of Australia we used to pley in grocery st
stores and churches because that was the only space .
There were Aborigine s laughing 'When it was supposed to
be ve ry sad. It made m e think that truths are no t
universa1. You have to have some reference to other
cultures."

The 'Whole show was like a metamorphosis. Things see med
to grow out of other things, at tim es like butte rflys f ron
a cacoo n - it was very beautifully done. "Dreaming" and
"Twilight" were the most f ascinating parts for me largely
because of the atmospheres they wove . "Dream ing" was
me nacing, unpredictable, ve ry much like a dream that turns
into a nightmare. There was an environment c reated f rom a
huge piece of stretchy material on the stage floor, at
f irst being a bed, the n an o ce an which nearly drowns the
sleeper, .a huge cloak fo r the solo p erformer/puppe teer
and the n the body of an enormous puppet with he ad and arms
on lo ng pol es inside the material. The f eeling throughout
was that anything could happen in this strange d ream-world
before me .

And

The pe rforme r in "Dreaming", Alain Cleme nt, is obviously
accomplished at m:ime and succeeded brilliantly in creating
a comple x characte r, some 'What morbid and tome nted with a
c ompulsive urge to grab a d eadly l ooking knife and the n
feel ashame d afterwards. This c haracter was the puppet,
consisting only of a head and a piece of black cloth f or
a body with one al'll and hand ( see photo. The man picture d
is no t Alain, but an e arlier perfomer).
. Alain succeeded in ma.king the puppet he was manipulating
in full view and himse lf into two very seperate beings.,
it was stunning puppetry. There were two distinct relation
-ships happening together, the f irst being that of mutual
distrust between the he ad figure and the man, the d reamer
of this dream. Each coped .with it in very d iff erent ways.
The other relatio nship was betwee n the puppet and the
knife. It was a c ompe lling, urkesome sense of de stiny.

of

Philippe Genty1 s artistic philosophy;

"I have impressions that ccm.e aJld I w->...nt to f ind
the images f or them. At the beginning I can't define 'What
type of technique and material we can use. Once we have
f ound the shape and form often they le ad and go the ir
own way. They le ad us rather than us forcing them.
You come to a point where you have to liste n and try
to f ind out, which way they ar e le ading you. It's ve ry
frustrat:j.ng because some times 'What you have written you
have to throw into the basket. It's ne ver a proce ss you
c an ca1oulate. The ac cident and hazard are ve ry important.
.c
The main thing is to be in a state 'Wh ere you are rea
ready to follow and catch 'Whe re the material wants to go ."
A puppe teer is one who can accept two side s o f thems
themselves: that they still have animism in them as well
as the rational side. In puppetry you have both."
Philippe Genty.

PhHippe Genty did ncit perform in this show, although
he came to Austra1ia with the company. He no longer has
the same drive f or puppe ts , seeming to be more interest
-ed in f ilm sc ripts.

TROUPE THEATRE

"ROUND AS A CUBE" by
Richard Hart.
Quotes: Patric k Hen-niqua:u -· Progr am notes, Vic torian Arts
Centre Trust.
Interview by Anna Murdoch,
Philippe G enty THE AGE, 21/8/84.
Review

COME
OUT

Cnr Oxford Tee & Unley Rd, Unley, SA 5061.
Tel. (08) 271 7552 or (08) 271 7133.
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHT�' SEASON
Information sheet
During COME OUT '85 Troupe Theatre will be presentin9 a aeaaon
of play ■ written by young playwrights.

We would like to invite young playwright■ between the a9ea of 7
and 17 to submit a play or play■ for aalection.
Guidelines
L

2.
3.
4.

Plays should be no longer than 30 minute■ duration. They may
be as short as 10 minutes, or any length in between.

There is no restriction on the number of character■• However,
there should be no more than 6 characters (3 w0111en, 3 men)
on stage at any one time.
Plays may be written on any theme. They may alao be either
comic or serious.

our theatre is a 180 seat theatre-in-the-round and playwright■
should familiarise themselves with the enclosed theatre plan.
I� is not a conventional proscenium arch theatre.

( conti nue<i., over page) .
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Guidelines
L

2.
3.
4.

Plays should be no longer than 30 minute■ duration. They may
be as short as 10 minutes, or any length in between.

There is no restriction on the number of character■• However,
there should be no more than 6 characters (3 w0111en, 3 men)
on stage at any one time.
Plays may be written on any theme. They may alao be either
comic or serious.

our theatre is a 180 seat theatre-in-the-round and playwright■
should familiarise themselves with the enclosed theatre plan.
I� is not a conventional proscenium arch theatre.
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REPLY INIIEl}/ATELYJ

Spare Parts Puppet Theatre has secured the sexvices of
Mr. Josef Krofta fran Drak Theatre in Czechosl.avakia as guest
director for the period January - Februm:y 1985.

It was initially planned that Mr. Krofta wuld spend four m:inths
· in Australia and that Spare Parts Puppet Theatre would iDake him
available to other ccmpanies and states for ,;mkshops and master
classes. However, this is now not possible, but in an effort towards
making Mr. Krofta's visit to Australia IIDre accessible, Spare Parts
Puppet Theatre will conduct a one-week session of master classes
for perfonrers and craftspeople, either individuals or· IDE!IIDers from
other C011panies t0 work with Mr. Krofta in i:.iorkshop.

Dates have not been finalised, but the Theatre will look at the
master classes happening in the 1st or 2nd week 0f January. As part
of the pl3mled master class Spc.r<! Parts Puppet Theatre will also
include master classes with Noriko Nishim:>to - master puppeteer fran
La Clarte Theatre in Osaka - of 20 years experience, and resident
master puppeteer with Spare Parts Puppet Theatre for the past 3 years
plus workshops in puppet-making with Beverley Canpbell-Jackson £ran
Sydney - guest designer and puppet-maker for Mr. Krofta's residency.
Costs would have· to be borne by individuals attending and I suggest
intending applicants approach their State funding bodies or the
Australia Council Theatre Board for assistance. Fees will not be
charged but participants will require the costs of their airfares,
accomrodation and rrea1s. Cheap acccmmdation is available close by
the theatre at either the Orient Hotel, Fremm,tle or Esplanade Hotel
at the approximate cost of $50 per week. (current tarrlf)
Flexi.fares, Super Apex and C.A.P.P.A. disCOtmts· are available on
either airline.

Spare Parts Puppet Theatre can only allow for 10 participants and
beginners will not be all.owed unless they have demmstrated outstanding
::ihi.lity.
The!le are Master classes in technique, direction and puppet
maldng and will not be suitable for beginners or amateurs.
Please write to The Director, Spare Parts Puppet Theatre, 5 Henry
· St.,
Fremantle, if )ll?U wish to participate, by October 30th 1984.
SPARE PARTS PUPPET THEATRE, 5 HENRY STREET, FREMANTLE. P.O. BOX 897. TEL: (09) 335 3533.
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